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Editor’s Note

This third issue of The Mercurian contains three short plays, two by Argentine Susana Torres
Molina in Maria Claudia Andre’s translation, and one by the polish writer Grzegorz Wróblewski
translated by Adam Zdrodowski. These are followed by German playwright Rebekka Kricheldorf’s
full-length play The Ballad of the Pine Tree Killer in Neil Blackadder’s translation, and an article by
Hannah Gaff and Ian Borden on their experiences with bringing Ancient Greek theatre to
contemporary audiences. As this issue has emerged it has, in my mind at least, become about the
translation of theatrical forms. Are there different goals to be reached for when translating a one-act
vs. a full-length play? What do the diverse dramatic constructions of Susanna Torres Molina, the
poetic sensibilities of Grzegorz Wróblewski, and the wry humor of Rebekka Kricheldorf have in
common? What don’t they share? How do you recontextualize the Orestia myth for a twenty-first
century audience? What are the performance approaches most appropriate to doing so? I hope that
in reading this issue of The Mercurian you will find your own answers to these questions, as well as
others of your own devising. The field of theatrical translation requires that we both ask and
answer, however querulous the questions or provisional the answers may be.
As the theatre is nothing without its audience, The Mercurian welcomes your comments,
questions, complaints, and critiques. Although the daffodils have already appeared in North
Carolina, this is the winter issue of The Mercurian. Deadline for consideration of material for the
spring issue will be May 1, 2008.
--Adam Versényi, Editor
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Nothing between the Teeth
by
Susana Torres Molina
Edited and translated by María Claudia André

Biographies

Susana Torres Molina (Buenos Aires, 1946) is an accomplished author, director, lighting
designer, actress and writer whose unparalleled approach to drama has significantly expanded
the margins of Latin American theater. Torres Molina’s literary corpus focuses on the human
condition, exploring the deepest roots of the psychological and emotional issues that are inherent
to society as a whole. Displacement, alienation and loneliness are interpreted as characteristic
symptoms of individuals seeking to achieve their illusions of emotional and psychological
contentment. Framed within the characteristics of psychological representation, her plays tackle
a whole spectrum of human interrelationships that are constructed within the dynamics of
performance and social reality. Rendering with stunning craft the behavioral attitudes of modern
society, her characters depict at best the whole spectrum of human passions that, at times, drive
individuals to extreme and desperate situations they are not always able to resolve. Torres
Molina’s constant experimentation with diverse forms of artistic expression make her a unique
and visionary playwright whose creative talent makes of the dramatic experience a cathartic
practice to live out the daily contradictions and conflicts of being alive.
María Claudia André is a Professor of Hispanic American Literature and Latin American
studies at Hope College, Holland, Michigan. She holds a B.A. in Translation and Interpretation
from the Universidad del Salvador (Buenos Aires, Argentina) and a Ph.D. in Latin American and
Spanish literature from the SUNY Albany, NY (1995). She has presented papers at national and
international conferences and published articles in Latin American Theatre Review, Gestos:
Revista de Teatro y Crítica, Confluencia, Letras Femeninas, Alba de America, Revista
Hispánica, Latin American Literary Review, y Atenea de Chile. She is the editor Chicanas and
Latin American Women Writers: Exploring the Realm of the Kitchen as a SelfEmpowering Site
(Edwin Mellen Press, 2001), Antología de Escritoras Argentinas Contemporáneas (Editorial
Biblos, Buenos Aires), coeditor of Entre mujeres: colaboraciones, influencias e
intertextualidades en la literatura y el arte latinoamericano (Red internacional del libro,
Santiago de Chile, 2004), editor of Iconos femeninos latinos e hispanoamericanos (Floricanto
Press, 2006), and she is the editor and translator of Seven Plays by Argentine Playwright Susana
Torres Molina (The Edwin Mellen Press, 2007).
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The most interesting aspect of a character is not his anatomy, but his makeup.

A video camera on a tripod set on stage is visible to the audience. On a table, there are
transparent flasks containing pills of different sizes and colors. There is also a glass and a bottle
of whiskey.
HE: (Addressing the camera.) Tuesday, the 30th, I’m still recording… (Smiles forcefully.) I’m
feeling a bit more comfortable… It’s very hot outside and it’s still pouring. All the suburbs are
under water. The rest, normal.

(He starts playing with the pills.)

I’m going to have to switch from the green pills to some others. I’m feeling nostalgic.
Yesterday… I think it was yesterday, I’m not exactly sure… I watched a video. I could see the
ocean, the horizon, a whitesand beach, there was a kid playing on the beach… seagulls.
Everything seemed OK, peaceful. Like in slow motion. And I suddenly had the urge to send an
email to my folks, another to my ex, and another to my best friend, whom I haven’t seen in five
years. All saying the same thing: “I miss you sometimes… Today, for example.”
But in the end, I don’t know what happened… perhaps something on cable distracted me …
Then I watched another video… a very old one where people were gathering on the street. They
were dancing and hugging each other. Then it dawned on me how long it has been since... Well,
encounters are complicated because I know what I want, but not what the other person wants,
and what’s worse, what the other person wants from me. After so many absurd theories, it is
clear that you can’t, and mustn’t share what’s intimate. If something’s intimate, that’s precisely
because it can’t be shared or communicated.

(Pause.) Soon people will come equipped with buttons and an instruction manual. “Play” 
“Stop” – “Rewind” – “Off  Eject”.

(He goes to the table and opens some of the flasks containing pills.)
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I’m hungry… Hmm, let’s see… hamburgers, waffles, lemon sherbet with champagne, coffee
with cinnamon. (Pause.) Sometimes I miss chewing, that crackling sensation of gnashing jaws,
feeling my food being broken down into a mash. Still, there is something fantastic about pills.
They’re clean, quick. Nothing to spill through your fingers or out of your mouth. Nothing gets
stuck between the teeth.

(He takes one pill out of each container and places them on his open palm.)

Cold cuts. Appetizer. Dessert.

(He pops them in his mouth, drinks from a glass and swallows.)

While I’m digesting … I like to call the Hotline and get off on one of those women who seem to
have her crotch in her throat. The more they ask me, the more excited they get: “Can you picture
me?” “Are you good in bed?” “How do you like it?” “Would you like to meet me?”… And,
what am I gonna tell her? “Sure, yeah”…And the two of us know that it’s been a while since
either one has left the cave, except when called to testify or to be admitted into the clinic.
If I pause for too long… they go crazy; they don’t know what is going on and that makes them
desperate. So they shoot out their questions faster and faster… “What are you wearing?” “Are
you built?” “Do you have a hairy chest?”
But I don’t talk much: “Take off your clothes… yeah, all of it… now sit down…open your legs
nice and slow… put your hand there… and talk to me… talk to me… talk to me… don’t stop
talking to me.”
With one hand, I masturbate and with the other one I flip through the channels. I can do 200
channels in under 3 minutes, unless I get caught up in some cartoons… I’m limiting virtual sex
to the weekends because it is too exhausting. Last night was too much. I got the Diva when she
was 20 years old. Then I had to take something to get to sleep because I couldn’t stop. I was
going from the bed to the kitchen to the bathroom to the kitchen to the bed.

(He goes to the table, pops a couple of pills in his mouth, and swallows them dry. He looks
anxious and constantly paces around the stage.)
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Sometimes I want to go out, but I don’t know what for or where. There are more terrorist attacks
everyday and guys who go out to do their own massacres. “Don’t wait for a war, just do it
yourself now!” Today, I heard one guy on channel…104 who compared the explosion of a
building where a hundred people died to the beauty of a Rembrandt. To tell you the truth, it is an
interesting point of view. Homo sapiens devoured by the homovidens. I heard another theory,
too, by the American white supremacists that is really funny. (Changing his tone of voice.)
“There are three stages in creation. First, God created animals. Next, a second semianimal
group, that includes blacks, Jews, homosexuals and the rest of the races. And in a third stage, He
created the white AngloSaxon race. And that’s when the true human being emerged.” (Returns
to his normal voice.) And everything goes in through here (He touches his eyes), at 70 channels
per minute. The swollenbellied kids in Africa, the charters full of German executives traveling
to Thailand to have sex with kids; the Buenos Aires coast line, still useless due to the number of
bodies, bodies, bodies that the river keeps bringing in; the quiz shows: “Let’s see, tell me,…
What was a pickup soccer game like?… Love letters, marches, pencils, poetry? (Mopping his
forehead.) I’m not feeling so good. Some of these pills make me nauseous. They confuse me. I
don’t know if I want to go out to see the ocean or surf the web forever. (Pause.) That kid…

(He looks at the table where the pills are. It is obvious that he is fighting the urge to take more.)

On a chat line, I met a guy who went to a shopping mall and didn’t come out for 6 months. He
said that he had everything he needed in there. And my ex, a goddess, broke the record; she spent
two weeks in a disco, dancing nonstop. Just plain pills and water.

(He jumps on top of the table and anxiously looks inside the flasks. He finally finds what he is
looking for and shows it to the camera.)

White… white as the sand. (He laughs hysterically.) I’ve already said this, but it doesn’t matter. I
like to do it… I went to several of those sessions where they make memories on request. A trip to
Mars; a Christmas spent with the family, tree and grandparents included; killing someone… I
went and chose what I wanted and they made it up just the way I asked. Then, they imprinted it
here (He touches his head.) And it is as if I had lived it, but without wasting time, no risks or
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glitches. And the truth is that there is no difference between the things I have actually lived and
the things I haven’t. It’s exactly the same for this one (He touches his head again) and for those
out there too.
A few months ago, I saw my child’s birth and I was moved to tears. I’ll never forget the moment
when, with my own hands, I helped to pull him out and then to clean him. A shiver went down
my spine when I looked at his little feet and…I don’t have a child. I don’t even want one.

(He goes back to the table and desperately looks inside the flasks.)

These damned pills run out all the time…. I can’t stop thinking!… Am I the kid on the beach?
And if it is, where are my folks? Do I have any… or am I an orphan who made up the memory
of some folks?
It doesn’t matter anymore… What matters now is...

(He chooses one pill and swallows it. He hesitates, chooses another one and takes it too. Then he
takes a third one.)

It’s been centuries since I last saw a beach, the horizon, and for centuries, windows haven’t been
opened. A sniper on each building. Everybody keeps buying weapons galore. Me too.
(Laughing.) To defend ourselves from the tribes. From the ones that go around all the time
because… they don’t have anything. I saw pictures… they cross the ocean on rafts built by
themselves. Once they reach land, they turn the rafts into chariots drawn by packs of hungry
dogs.
You can’t, you just can’t leave the cave.

(He drinks from the whiskey bottle. He mops the sweat from his forehead. His hands are
shaking.)

Luckily, pills help. (To the camera.) This too. This is the only thing that I’m gonna take with me
if some day I have to leave, if they make me leave. These are my memories, true or not. But this
is what I have. The only thing that makes me feel like I am someone, something….
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(Rubbing his trembling hands together and breathing quickly.)

My head won’t stop… I can’t breath. It must be that fucking video of the sea… and that kid at
that fucking beach… Yeah, that must be it… Yeah, that must be it.

He jumps over the camera and disconnects it. At that very moment, black out.
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Manifesto
by
Susana Torres Molina
Translated by María Claudia André

Bring your chair closer to the edge
and I will tell you a tale

Characters:
HE:

Early thirties.

THE PHOTOGRAPHER:

Early forties.

A work space with a few functional objects relating to the artwork of the character called “HE”:
masks, fabrics, bandages, paint cans, brushes, pieces of wire, wood, all sorts of tools, etc. We see
a stereo, a table, two chairs, many several bottles of whiskey and gin, some empty, some full.

THE PHOTOGRAPHER is starting to set up his equipment.
HE is testing his handheld recorder. In the meantime, HE energetically paces around the place
and takes a peek at what THE PHOTOGRAPHER is doing.

HE
I am going to tape a few ideas
before they evaporate. [Laughs.]
Are you comfortable?

[THE PHOTOGRAPHER smiles nervously.]

THE PHOTOGRAPHER
I wanted to ask for…
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HE
[Upset.] I ask you, I beg you not to talk to me!
I already told you that it has to be this way.
We had a deal.
You must understand that I need absolute concentration,
absolute…

[HE searches for the word for a few moments, and then stops. He assumes a pensive posture,
then turns on his camcorder. While he is taping, his body is in constant motion.]

“These are sad times.
The idiots won in the end.
Puppets of sand, dreaming day and night, connected to each other,
but only connected to the void.
Secretly hoping to have control over something
only by pressing buttons, buttons.
Idiots with perfect bodies that hold nothing.
Incapable of a single original idea.
Of feeling passionate about something.
Strategists of the ephemeral.
Voracious in the distribution of remains.
Disgust. Disgust. Disgust.

[HE looks defiantly at THE PHOTOGRAPHER.]

I live with this constant feeling of disgust.
The ins and outs of the human condition exude a paralyzing stench,
and I have been impotent for too long
breathing the gases
of this new extermination camp.
Naked. Bare. Torn apart.
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[Pause.]
I see bodies scattered on the street
their faces smashed against the pavement
after shooting drugs even into the veins in their eyes.
[In falsetto.] The mannequins, the little puppets of sand,
jumping around to avoid the bodies
afraid of contagion,
afraid of staining their blue velvet shoes.
They want to run, to take off,
but are tied down by the wires of their remote controls.
It makes me laugh to see them,
furrowed brows and racing hearts
calling, their wives, their mothers,
to let them know that they’ll be late
because something unexpected happened on the way home.

[Pause. THE PHOTOGRAPHER begins to take his equipment out of his bag. His movements
are tense. He is trying not to make any noise.]

[In his normal tone.] And something unexpected
is going to happen
in your lives,
but not in mine.
Because I am the master of this ceremony.
And I am, at the same time,
both artist and masterpiece.
The manifestation of total art.
[Pause.]
If I didn’t need you,
I wouldn’t open the door of my home to you.
If I didn’t need you,
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I wouldn’t open the doors of my body to you.
If I didn’t believe in the redemptive power of horrified looks
I wouldn’t jump into the void.

[HE turns off the recorder.]

[To THE PHOTOGRAPHER, aggressively.] Do what you have to do,
noise doesn’t bother me,
but seeing you walk on tiptoe does.

[They look at each other and size each other up for a few seconds. Then HE walks away with
his back to THE PHOTOGRAPHER. Annoyed, THE PHOTOGRAPHER observes him for a
few seconds, and then walks over to the tripod. THE PHOTOGRAPHER stands behind the
camera, focusing it. HE turns around and looking at him, smiles seductively, and turns on his
equipment. While HE says the following text, THE PHOTOGRAPHER shoots some photos of
him, and HE displays his histrionics to the camera. The movements and gestures of THE
PHOTOGRAPHER are like those of a predator stalking its prey, the desired image.]

“The need to be looked at… has come to an end.
It has been the worst of addictions.
The cruelest of lovers.
Always dissatisfied
asking for more of the same
demanding
more… more… intensity
more crevices in my body to break the inertia.
The indifference.
And even so
nothing ever seems to be enough.
Yes, it has been the worst of dependencies.
The need for the constant gaze
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of the witness.
What will remain of me
when I
represent nothing more than a shudder?
A slight shudder
in the memories of someone who loved me,
or believed he did.
[HE turns off the recorder.]

[Amused, addressing THE PHOTOGRAPHER.] How can we ever know?
How to know?
I never knew if I really loved,
or just loved
what my skin aroused in another’s skin
loved what I already possessed.
Mine, like the capacity to eroticize
everything I touch
everything I see
everything I smell
[Singing to the melody of a bolero.]
“I see myself in your eyes…
I caress myyyyself in your skin…
I get off on your availability…
I could kill you, and I dooo…
mutilaaating me.”
[HE speeds up the tempo to a chachacha and begins to dance.]
“You, like theeee rest…
are only necessary…
for thissss to reach the eeend”
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[HE keeps dancing around while repeating the chorus. When HE stops, THE
PHOTOGRAPHER makes a gesture to let him know that he wants to say something.]

[Definitive.] No! No! We made a deal.
Please respect it.

[HE hands him a pad of paper and pen.]
Here, write what you need to.
I don’t want to hear your voice.
No voice at all… [In a lower tone] not a voice…

[Inspired, HE turns on the recorder and paces around the space.]
“I don’t want voices.
Only gazes.
Eyes wide open.
Petrified.
Diaphragms. Lenses. Foci.
Words confuse.
Always confuse,
even when one knows where he is going.
I don’t trust words.
My art isn’t about words.
It’s not ambiguous. It’s not suggestive.
It doesn’t represent anything.
It is.
It is as potent as a thin thread of blood
running down a forehead, drop by drop
until the brain is left dry.”

[HE turns off the camcorder and stops.]
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[To THE PHOTOGRAPHER.] I really don’t know what you think,
and I will probably never know,
but if I have decided to act so... clumsily
it is because… for the first time in history,
my dear friend,
the idiots have won,
on all fronts.
There they are
in the front, firmly placed
them,
the idiots.
And, under these circumstances,
I can’t make out a decorous
dignified
graceful
way out.

[Pause. HE sits on the floor and drinks from a bottle of gin.]
Once, the body
was the vehicle for the soul.
Once, the body
was the vehicle to arrive at the pleasure of sex.
Today, the body is a vehicle for... nothing.
It is an intranscendent accident.
A prosthesis stuffed with sand,
and air,
and sand.
But not for me.
You know it’s not that way for me.
I want to write all the fury I feel on my skin.
Each part of my tortured body,
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a manifesto for freedom.
For the being who is beyond everything,
because he has gone beyond
survival instinct.

[Pause. HE jumps up to turn on the recorder.]

[Enthusiastic.] “Yes, let’s imagine our lives
without that small and omnipresent instinct
that turns us into such cowards,
makes us so obvious and petty,
and above all…
so enslaved by the fiction
of permanence.
Yes, that is the idiots’ watchword,
to remain at all costs
stretching their youth like silicon glue
tasting the
formaldehyde.
And I say, without that mediocre and omnipresent instinct,
each act would become definitive.
An orgiastic ritual.
And in this ritual
everyone, everyone is a peeping Tom
and I am the high priest.

[THE PHOTOGRAPHER continues hunting for the perfect shot.]

[Agitated.] My ritual needs
a herd of unwary eyes
accustomed to the pleasing and
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somniferous effect of good taste.
I need them to observe
how I build my total art manifesto.
Total
because, in my creation, I include life and death,
and the threshold that unites them.
I need them to observe
the sacrifice of offering my body,
as my last esthetic declaration of rebellion.
A rebellion
against the age of bodies devoid of passion or adrenaline.
Of bodies without guts.
Bloodless.
Prostheses immune to pleasure and pain.

[Pause. HE settles down.]

Pain…
the only thing that brings me back to myself.

[HE leaves the stilltaping camcorder on the table, and embraces his own body. Violently.
Sinking his fingers and nails into his own flesh.]

Pain… Pain…
The opposite of dispersion.
Contraction. Concentration.
An intense degree of presence.
Of awareness.
Unable to escape.
There is no possible distraction.
The fragile and limited body
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displays its total vulnerability,
as never before.
Only a scratch on the skin…
and music breaks out.
It still is…
It is being.
Intense. Intense.
A trip through the beating of the heart
until the skin’s limits are lost behind,
becoming one body and all bodies.
Synthesis.
White. Black. Red.
Sacred place where some of us are initiated,
and others rot away
without even having to go to the trouble of dying.
[Addressing THE PHOTOGRAPHER.]
When the sucking power
of the puppets’ infinite cord
becomes bothersome
dangerous,
the slash becomes necessary,
the wound
to regain the sensation of warm fluids
dripping on inner thighs,
liberating the still unfertilized seeds,
so they don’t decompose inside.
“Man menstruating his unsatisfied desires”
Good title for a photo, wouldn’t you say?
Or “A reddish vision sprouting from the back of a skull.”
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[He laughs briefly. Drinks. Begins to pace vigorously around the area for a short while, until
suddenly, HE falls to his knees and lowers his head.]
“Pain,
I pray to you and this is my prayer.
Please, don’t let me dissolve into in the reigning idiocy.
With your intensity, remind me who I am and why I am here.
I want to feel that I exist
until I no longer feel.
Don’t let me become one of them.
Don’t let me dry up, stiffen, break.
Pain,
with your acute, sharp, certain strike,
help me drive away all disorientation, all mediocrity.
Just grant me this nausea for everything that surrounds me.
Pain,
you are my only god
and I,
your slave.”

[THE PHOTOGRAPHER begins to put some of his equipment into a bag. It is obvious that he
is about to leave. HE turns off the video equipment.]

[Without looking at THE PHOTOGRAPHER.] My dear friend,
I hope that camera can hold steady till the end.
It would be a pity not to have a clear definition
of something… [Sarcastically] so well defined.

[THE PHOTOGRAPHER looks at him, confused. Indecisive. He starts to write on a piece of
paper.]

You still have time to get away,
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but you would only manage to delay
the manifesto for a few days,
and complicate the story.
But you know that sooner or later,
someone will be placed over there.
[Pointing to the camera],
and then nothing will stop me from beginning my dance…
against the walls.

[THE PHOTOGRAPHER gives him the paper. HE reads it.]

[Uneasy.] Please,
I have enough on my hands with my own monologues.
[Pause.]
[Staring at THE PHOTOGRAPHER.] You know that I want it to be you.
Once, my body was yours.
We had each other inside.
We took pleasure in each other.
That is why it is exciting that you are now my witness
to this new pleasure.

[HE approaches THE PHOTOGRAPHER till their bodies are facing each other.]

My dear friend, my dear love,
this is also a sexual act.
A mating act.

[HE distances himself a little.]

I open myself… and you take me.
I open myself… and you take me.
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I open myself…
And together we give birth to a revelation.
Images that expose what others won’t dare watch.

[While HE speaks, looking THE PHOTOGRAPHER in the eyes, HE takes out of the bag
everything that THE PHOTOGRAPHER had put away in his attempt to leave.]

We have always said that art that doesn’t try to be useful,
it is art in its maximum expression.
And these images will be like retarded children
locked in the back room
far away from all presence.
Nobody exploits the mentally retarded child
because he is not productive
and that’s why he is a beautiful being.
Supernatural.
The retarded is child born. Idiots are made.
And in front of the idiots’ bodies
I place this body,
tattooed,
worn.
Beauty stripped of all usefulness.
Art.
Pure art.
I want to write a chilling poem on my skin
that speaks about the end of ideals.
About the end of passion.

[THE PHOTOGRAPHER shakes his head indicating that he disagrees with what HE says.
Pause. They look at each other for a few seconds. HE seems very upset. While saying the
following text, HE surrounds and harasses THE PHOTOGRAPHER.]
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[Ironic.] Did you ever think about,
what makes you peep through that hole?
And, what makes me peep through my hole?
Do “behind” and “inside” imply an ideological position?
An ethical one?
A political one?
Can you be “behind” and “inside” at the same time?
Is it possible?
Is it possible to be Beauty and Beast
at the same time?
Is it possible?
Bestiality has its beauty, of course…
and beauty, its bestiality.
This is confirmed by the beehive of surgeons working full time,
trimming fat,
stretching wrinkles,
smoothing bulges,
filling holes
reconstructing
patching
injecting
suctioning
suturing the time that has gone by.
Trying to remove all traces from
those bodies of sand.
No sign that someone has walked those beaches
once,
with hunger and thirst.
Sad times, my friend, instead of dreams, there are only mirages.
Little colored mirrors.
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[HE takes the camera and focuses it on THE PHOTOGRAPHER. Then HE says the following
text, while taking close ups of his face].

The only way to tell the living from the zombies
is their gaze
Oh, such just justice!
The gaze is immune to all attempts at manipulation.
No surgeon’s knife can touch it up.

[THE PHOTOGRAPHER pushes him off and grabs the camera away from him. HE turns
around laughing, turning his back towards THE PHOTOGRAPHER. HE starts to record
something, whispering. We can’t hear what HE says, HE laughs quietly. THE
PHOTOGRAPHER is very tense. HE walks around the space holding the camera and shoots
photos from the back of HE nonstop. While walking around, he continues taking photos
randomly. He treats the camera like a weapon and doesn’t stop aiming and shooting.]

[Facing backwards, in an amicable tone.] Do you think that you loved me when you loved me?

[THE PHOTOGRAPHER surprised, slows down his pace until he is still. At the very moment
when THE PHOTOGRAPHER is about to respond, HE turns around and looks at him. THE
PHOTOGRAPHER vacillates. HE turns around again. THE PHOTOGRAPHER, confused,
looks for the pad of paper and begins to write.]

[Still backwards.] I did love you…
or at least I felt something like love.
It felt like what people say love is,
but actually, nobody knows what love is.
There is only desire.
An overpowering desire to get out of our own body for a while.
Get out of our own heads.
Get confused,
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Believe ourselves infinite.

[THE PHOTOGRAPHER comes closer and hands him the paper. HE is about to read it, but
hesitates and then tears it to pieces.]

It isn’t the time for new information, even if it is favorable.
Illusion. Disillusion. Illusion. Disillusion...
One is always sailing between two waters.
Nothing is ever whole,
except death.
[Pause.] Might that be the origin of melancholy?
[Pause.] The beginning of despair?

[Pause.]

[Serious.] Is everything ready?

[THE PHOTOGRAPHER doesn’t respond.]

Is everything ready?

[THE PHOTOGRAPHER takes his time to respond, then nods.]

Then do you think we should start?

[HE approaches THE PHOTOGRAPHER. They face each other and stare at each other
intensely.]

My friend, think… what is left for us?
To sit on the edge
waiting for someone to tell us a good tale?
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Something to remember
when it is already too late for everything?
Is that what we have left?
Only that?
Okay then,
I’d rather be the precipice
and you tell the story.

[HE holds THE PHOTOGRAPHER tight for a few seconds. HE moves away abruptly and
THE PHOTOGRAPHER, with some difficulty, moves towards the tripod and places his camera
on top of it. HE takes off his shirt and his pants, and dons a black robe similar to a kimono. Then
HE takes white translucent makeup out of a jar and spreads it slowly over his face and the rest
of his body. HE does this ceremoniously. While HE says the following text without moving, the
lights will dim very gradually until the stage is completely dark.]

The journey begins,
the music,
music of heartbeats
of blood that circulates faster
dries up the mouth.
Adrenaline rushes,
air gushes in and out.
It agitates.
A hole in the pit of the stomach,
an abyss.
I approach the abyss.
Pain,
with your accurate strike
you remind me who I am,
and why I am here.
Yes, I open myself up, you take me.
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I open myself up.
I penetrate myself.
I am god.
Hot.
Panting,
exploding sperm
in a body that... no longer ...exists.
in a body...

a body...

[From the darkness, there is a series of camera flashes in progression, directed at the audience.
Then silence and darkness.]
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Turning Point
by
Grzegorz Wróblewski

Translated from Polish by Adam Zdrodowski
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Characters

GUNNAR, 70, a retired bank employee
JOANNA, 72, his sister, a former shoeshop owner

Year 2000.
A small town on the island of Falster, Denmark.
Gunnar’s old, ruined villa.

1.
Gunnar is sitting on the floor. In front of him, a reproduction of Jan van Eyck’s
painting “The Arnolfini Marriage.”
JOANNA (tapping a glass with a fork) Give it a break! Say something to your sister at
last! We see each other so rarely.
GUNNAR (to himself) And yet she wasn’t pregnant. I’m sure she wasn’t. Nowadays
sunken cheeks and dried breasts are fashionable, but then “pregnant look” was all the
rage. Nothing’s changed. That is... everything’s changed, seemingly. A common
fraud...
JOANNA Men and women. What do you know about it?
GUNNAR Giovanni and Jeanne...
JOANNA Remember that fashion was always controlled by calculating men.
GUNNAR Women... I never understood you.
JOANNA That’s why worms have infested your shutters. Just look at the floor!
Completely ruined...
GUNNAR Can one ever understand a woman?
JOANNA A question of input.
GUNNAR Could it be that Jeanne has put a bag of sawdust under her skirt?
JOANNA You can still walk on your own, Gunnar. You should finally do something
about this floor. She stands up and walks around the room. What a creak! What a
horrible creak!
GUNNAR Interesting, where does all the perfidy come from?
JOANNA sits on the floor next to Gunnar.
GUNNAR (nervous) Be careful!
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JOANNA Let me see what troubles you so much. Is it the same picture from the
National Gallery that I saw last time? Oh, yesss! But you do have a character.
One motive, all week long.
GUNNAR I’m studying it.
JOANNA You’re drifting away from reality.
GUNNAR Cunning and hypocrisy!
JOANNA I think they look happy. But on the other hand, no...
GUNNAR (thoughtful) Happiness is an unattainable thing.
JOANNA There is something sickly about this painting. Something disquieting.
GUNNAR Giovanni let himself be taken in. It must have been all about his money.
He was a wealthy merchant, he had loads of money.
JOANNA Money complicates everything.
GUNNAR Money is essential!
JOANNA (to herself) To be retired and to burden your head unnecessarily with absurd
paintings...
GUNNAR Merchants are always the most exposed. A common fraud and the lack of
honesty. Common fraud...
JOANNA Merchants have no idea about what is going on in their own house.
GUNNAR Right. The enemy is always near.
JOANNA Whom do you mean in this case?
GUNNAR Everyone is suspected.
JOANNA (ironically) Even the maid and the maid’s cats.
GUNNAR The attack usually comes from where you don’t expect it...
JOANNA (concerned) But you’ve worked too long at the bank. You should have
retired earlier. They’ve finished you off... (yawning) And what if she really was
pregnant?
GUNNAR It’s one of the possibilities...
JOANNA (surprised) One of the possibilities? What do you mean exactly?
GUNNAR (in a animated voice) Look! She isn’t even looking into his eyes!
JOANNA Psychology.
GUNNAR She’s concentrated on something else altogether.
JOANNA Painterly technique. Ordinary painterly technique. You’ve always been a
naïve man, Gunnar. She caresses his head. Everyone took advantage of you, little
brother.
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GUNNAR There’s something vague in the air.
JOANNA Yolk on oil.
GUNNAR Painterly technique is one thing, and a specific scene... He screams. A
specific scene!!! I know this is a specific scene!!!
JOANNA Is there any proof to it???
GUNNAR A specific scene, I can swear!
JOANNA (soothingly) All right, a specific scene, all right. Have it your own way – it’s
a specific scene. Almost like a contemporary photograph! Have it your own way...
GUNNAR It’s not a photograph, you don’t understand anything.
JOANNA I’m sorry. I forgot about this shift in time...
GUNNAR And what if Giovanni had a vision?
JOANNA (to herself) Jeanne doesn’t matter, of course.
GUNNAR Maybe Giovanni predicted everything? It could have been a wellthought
out tactic on his part. After all, he isn’t looking in her eyes, either. Maybe he’s patiently
awaiting further developments?
JOANNA Love and pregnancy. Nothing but complications.
GUNNAR It’s not absolutely sure that it was pregnancy...
JOANNA It’s absurd.
GUNNAR A conspiracy, probably.
JOANNA When was the last time you went out? Tell me!
GUNNAR Giovanni was patiently waiting.
JOANNA I don’t like this fellow.
GUNNAR Business means sacrifice.
JOANNA He tried to be too cunning.
GUNNAR He predicted everything...
JOANNA With you it’s likewise. Have you ever had time to spend your money? Then
why did you work so much? For idealistic reasons? Working in a bank for idealistic
reasons?
GUNNAR Modesty is essential.
JOANNA But meanness doesn’t lead to anything sensible.
GUNNAR You have to keep something in reserve in case an unpredicted cataclysm
should happen.
JOANNA I’d recommend a sea cruise for you. You’d meet some interesting people on
board. Somebody from the bank, perhaps? I’m dreaming of it. Binoculars and dancing.
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Drinks... You cannot live and breathe art, endlessly. Suddenly she glances at the
reproduction.
Look at these horrid clogs! An obvious lack of style! They could, at least,
have hidden them under the couch. (to herself) They could have maintained
appearances...
GUNNAR It surely is an important sign. They knew very well what they were doing, I
can assure you.
JOANNA (laughing) Nothing has changed since their times! Dirt is nothing new.
She sits at the table again and pours herself some fruit juice. After a while she begins to
snore silently.

2.
Gunnar is still on the floor. He turns the reproduction sideways and gently strokes the
glossy paper.
GUNNAR (to himself) You’ve got a wonderful cap, top hat, hat... This cap explains a
lot, Giovanni. It stresses the traits of your unique character. I bet it was the object of
admiration and envy of mediocre people. Let alone Jeanne! She prayed to your
headgear. (pause) I wonder if you ever took it off. It would be a great mistake. In a cap,
even in bed in a cap! It matches your face. It matches everything. It’s just ideal! He
screams. Can you hear?! It matches everything! Wake up, you vile men in the street,
his cap matches everything! Wake up!!!
JOANNA (opening an eye) He can’t let you take a nap even for a second...
GUNNAR Giovanni! What a personality, what an inspiration!
JOANNA (opening another eye) Is it still Giovanni?
GUNNAR (in an excited voice) He walked the streets in it. There, people would bow to
him with respect, they looked up to him, his opinion was important.
JOANNA Maybe he wasn’t a merchant at all?
GUNNAR It’s possible that he earned some extra money as the king’s adviser. It’s
possible!
JOANNA (yawning) The streets used to be calm before.
GUNNAR All women would look when he was passing by. And only this fraudster...
JOANNA They let too many Turks in.
GUNNAR He had a personality...
JOANNA I’m afraid to go shopping alone.
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GUNNAR ‘Cause there are no more knights in the world. Look at his eyes! Look and
remember them carefully!
JOANNA I’m not talking about knights, but about a new government that would finally
take some interest in its citizens.
GUNNAR But you must look at the eyes!
JOANNA I think they’re too small. It’s characteristic of cheaters.
GUNNAR Nonsense.
JOANNA Giovanni looks like our chemist.
GUNNAR Look at him carefully!
JOANNA A stinge.
GUNNAR Would you prefer dreamy, unintelligent cow’s eyeballs? Remember that we
come from the city. (pause) Animals are fascinating, but only from a certain distance.
JOANNA I’ve always dreamed about a Persian cat.
GUNNAR You’d become allergic immediately. The place of origin is essential. One
has it in one’s blood.
JOANNA These times are over... from country or from city. It doesn’t really matter
now. What counts is a pension! What counts is an appropriate pension. Net receipts,
Gunnar.
GUNNAR (firmly) Net receipts, of course. But we come from the city. Remember the
posts our father held.
JOANNA But we’ve landed close to the countryside. Very close.
GUNNAR What are you talking about? What about the post office, the bank, and the
bookshop?
JOANNA (trickily) And a hat shop? Is there a hat shop here?
GUNNAR (to himself) I know something about it...
JOANNA They don’t have enough clean tables in the café. Have you noticed how they
serve coffee here?
GUNNAR But there is the post office, the bank, and the bookshop...
JOANNA From here, it’s far away even to Amsterdam. And what is Amsterdam,
compared to, say, Paris?
GUNNAR There is the bank and the bookshop!
JOANNA Does it mean that it’s a genuine city? A bank and a bookshop? Do you think
they have Faulkner’s The Wild Palms? I don’t even feel like going inside.
GUNNAR They have a lot of other interesting titles.
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JOANNA Cultivation and pig breeding...
GUNNAR (thoughtful) Before cities weren’t as crowded as today.
JOANNA Before I wasn’t afraid to go out in the street alone.
GUNNAR There is the post office...
JOANNA And Turks...
GUNNAR You’ve aged.
JOANNA Suddenly you don’t like me any more?
GUNNAR Your views, I mean your views.
JOANNA Life in the provinces has a bad effect on me.
GUNNAR Stop concentrating on cosmetics, and you may feel relieved.
JOANNA We live far from any civilization...
GUNNAR (embarrassed) One must go to the end of the world to buy a reasonable hat.
That’s a fact. You don’t buy hats in just any button shop. Think about Giovanni. I bet it
wasn’t serial production. He must have got it from abroad. (pause) But after all, our
post office functions well.
JOANNA In those days everything was made to order. And don’t change the subject.
Admit it! You don’t like me anymore, do you?
GUNNAR These are matters one shouldn’t discuss aloud... Why do women always
demand public declarations?
JOANNA Experienced women, remember.
GUNNAR Experienced, experienced! I forgot that you’re in your seventies.
JOANNA I can feel that you don’t like me anymore.
GUNNAR The external appearance is not everything.
JOANNA It only seems so to you. Think about the hunchbacks. No social life,
complete isolation...
GUNNAR The hunchbacks are an extreme.
JOANNA I’m waiting for your answer.
GUNNAR But you know it.
JOANNA We’re alone. (cheerfully) There’s no one in the room apart from us.
GUNNAR I like you, I always did. Are you satisfied now?
JOANNA Yes. And I am really thankful to you, Gunnar.
GUNNAR You’re in good shape. You look like a teenager, like a movie star, like
Norma Baker towards the end of her stormy life...
JOANNA And I’m still interested in handsome men.
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GUNNAR You’re never going to change.
JOANNA Handsome and eloquent. They’re difficult to find in the countryside.
GUNNAR Falster is good for your complexion! In Copenhagen you’d only get exhaust
fumes.
JOANNA I feel fresh. Daily walks, skimmed milk... I care about myself. (pause) Does
anyone drop in on you to play bridge?
GUNNAR Cards don’t intrigue me any more.
JOANNA You’re becoming eccentric.
GUNNAR I’m developing.
JOANNA And the colour of my hair? What do you think about it?
GUNNAR I can’t see anything... He starts observing the reproduction again.
JOANNA (to herself) Natural ingredients. There’s no risk that the hair will start falling
out... The colour perfectly suits my evening dresses. Everything’s well thoughtout!
GUNNAR I’m bald, just as he is. I always wanted to go bald and it happened after
some years. (pause) Small eyes mean cunning and wisdom. You have to act concretely
in life. No compromises!
JOANNA The bald always have some arguments. A bald one can only understand
another bald one. (She is laughing) A solidarity of the bald. I wonder if Giovanni really
was bald?
GUNNAR It emanates from the painting. I can assure you that he was bald.
JOANNA She looks at herself in the mirror. Everyone thinks I’m only 60.
GUNNAR I’m convinced that he discovered it early on. He took a look at her when she
was asleep. And then he pretended that he didn’t know anything. Maybe he was even
happy when she solemnly announced she was pregnant. Since then he had no illusions
and was secretly working out his plan...
JOANNA How can you know, maybe she really was pregnant?
GUNNAR Yet another variant...
JOANNA Remember, women are a mystery.
GUNNAR (slowly) Was she... or wasn’t she?
JOANNA Does it bother you so much?
GUNNAR It torments me. You don’t even realize...
JOANNA But you can’t plunge into depression because of that.
GUNNAR He took action in an appropriate moment.
JOANNA (surprised) Who?
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GUNNAR What do you mean, who? Giovanni.
JOANNA (suddenly) Why have you never married?
GUNNAR A marriage is a definitive thing. It’s a question of mutual confidence, the
sharing of incomes and expenses. Unforeseen expenses and, God forbid... children. (in
a whisper) Children empty your pantry and furtively take small change out of your
purse. (pause) Just think of the Arnolfini. Do you think it was a planned pregnancy?
JOANNA Get back down to the earth.
GUNNAR Her gigantic belly!!!
JOANNA Gunnar, I beg you!
GUNNAR (thoughtful) It’s suspected.
JOANNA One has rights to something at this age. For so many years you’ve been
slogging your guts out. Why concentrate on some sickly paintings?
GUNNAR At this age you cannot make any mistakes. One has to analyze, analyze,
analyze...
JOANNA Do you think I should have a beauty spot painted? I thought of having it on
the left cheek.
GUNNAR (to himself) The sharing of the income!
JOANNA Nobody has any idea about elegance and taste in this hole. (pause) A post
office! That’s a strong argument!
GUNNAR I’m perfectly aware how it looks like in reality. I’m not solely a theoretician.
One has heard a bit, one has also seen a bit. And some appropriate reading, works of
art... That’s why I can voice my opinion.
JOANNA (she screams) Gunnar! Come out of this lethargy! We can do many things
together!
GUNNAR (interested) What do you mean exactly?
JOANNA For example, we can stay together for the rest of our lives.
GUNNAR (cheerfully) Would you like to be my kept woman?
JOANNA I would like to put this house and you in order, and you, for your part...
GUNNAR I think... He starts scratching his bald head nervously. I think we once had
the same mother and father. And we lived together. Did it lead to anything reasonable?
JOANNA You don’t understand anything. She approaches the window. Look, how
beautiful the sun is today. Carefree birds...
GUNNAR I feel best in gloomy rooms. Nothing distracts me there.
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JOANNA You don’t have children, who’s going to take care of you if you should
suddenly become seriously ill?
GUNNAR (clutching at his heart) There’s nothing wrong with me.
JOANNA You don’t have children.
GUNNAR There are state run institutions. I’ve paid taxes for so many years... Besides,
we see each other regularly.
JOANNA Would you like to end up like the majority of our friends?
GUNNAR Nursing homes aren’t so hopeless after all. Have you seen the programme
about the orphans in Romania? One has to be happy with what one has.
JOANNA You’ve always been a minimalist, Gunnar.

3.

Gunnar smokes a cigar and still carefully examines the reproduction of van Eyck’s
painting.
Joanna arranges the plates and cutlery.
JOANNA Could you put out this stinker at last?
GUNNAR (to himself) Johannes de Eyck fuit hic... Jan van Eyck, Jan van Eyck...
was here!
JOANNA And put these papers down! It’s time for your favourite dish.
She goes out into the kitchen. Gunnar busy with the Arnolfini.
GUNNAR He must’ve been Giovanni’s partner. Giovanni confided his personal
problems to him. And in those days they didn’t have cameras yet.
He wanted to have proof. He wanted to have a witness. Poor guy, he didn’t know how
to be alone. He had to share it with somebody... That’s for sure. Van Eyck was his
friend. Businessmen and artists must stick together. The world was, is and always will
be, against them. People are envious. They envy money, talent and intellect. He slowly
puts out the cigar. For decent citizens vintage tobaccos. He flicks the crystal ashtray
several times. Businessmen and artists! An interesting combination... Joanna returns
from the kitchen and puts scrambled eggs on the table.
JOANNA Stop philosophizing and get down to eating. You won’t say that you don’t
feel like scrambled eggs?
GUNNAR (content) You always know how to please me. You’re so deceptively similar
to our mother.
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JOANNA She wasn’t as good in the kitchen as I am!
GUNNAR You shouldn’t tell bad things about a dead person.
JOANNA At least not aloud.
GUNNAR Mother was as she was...
JOANNA She surely won’t feel offended because of that.
GUNNAR (thoughtful) She always warned me about strangers. She was right, home
should be essential...
JOANNA She isolated us.
GUNNAR (pushing away his plate) She only wanted our good.
JOANNA She isolated us and that’s why you ended up alone with woodworms! She
knocks on the floor. Soon you will get through to the cellar.
GUNNAR I could study.
JOANNA Look at the cracked ceiling.
GUNNAR (pause) And your legendary excesses? Remember how you ran away to
Aalborg with Kaspar.
JOANNA Apparently, there must have been important reasons.
GUNNAR Interesting. I would gladly learn something new on this subject.
JOANNA One thing is certain. At least I’ve never become indolent. I still have a joy of
the spirit in me.
GUNNAR (angrily) A joy of the spirit. And what is, for Christ’s sake, a joy of the
spirit? Does a joy of the spirit mean a change of tax, a higher pension?
JOANNA And the heart?
GUNNAR What heart...
JOANNA Only the converting of money, minuses and percentages! She pushes the
plate towards him. Finish your dish before it gets completely cold.
GUNNAR I don’t complain about anything. As you get older, you get more and more
mature and acquire dignity, you have a proper distance. Joanna moves closer to
Gunnar. Be careful!
JOANNA (whispers) You make me feel good. You always have. Despite your hopeless
rationalism. You don’t even know how much you mean to me...
GUNNAR (slightly surprised) Did you win something in a lottery yesterday or what?
JOANNA If I won, if only I won! Then we’d immediately go to Ibiza... She begins to
ponder.
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GUNNAR Personally, I’d prefer to stop off at the National Gallery or go to the Saint
Bavo Cathedral! There I could additionally explain certain things to myself. Going to
the tropics doesn’t make any sense. Dactyls and icebreaking parties... A loss of time.
It’s not for me. (pause) Would you like to leave Denmark for a while?
JOANNA Unfortunately, my bank account is empty. But you... you must have some
secret nest eggs, do you?
GUNNAR (frightened) Don’t talk about it out loud.
JOANNA Are you afraid?
GUNNAR We don’t have the right to money. The pension, you know...
JOANNA The state can’t control you all the time.
GUNNAR You have always rebelled unnecessarily.
JOANNA Look! She shows her silver ring to him. Do you like it?
GUNNAR Certainly... He again concentrates on the scrambled eggs.
JOANNA Ordinary, average silver for a few hundred crowns. I deserve something
much better though. Gunnar! Look in my eyes, immediately! Don’t I deserve
something better?!
GUNNAR (embarrassed) Certainly, you do.
JOANNA Just so!!!
GUNNAR It’s your own fault to a large extent.
JOANNA (sadly) Nobody took care of me.
GUNNAR You sold our parents’ china. You squandered the last family mementoes...
JOANNA I was put away.
GUNNAR Give it a break. Nobody put you away.
JOANNA In the end... I’m a woman.
GUNNAR (surprised) Of course you’re a woman.
JOANNA (whispers) Our mother was jealous of me.
GUNNAR Do you mean your shoeshop? But she chipped in towards the starting up of
it.
JOANNA Our mother was envious of everything. When our father read us fairy tales
she told him that it was not pedagogical, that he was spoiling us, that toughening
children up is most effective.
GUNNAR Incomprehensible! My beloved mother...
JOANNA You see, how much difference two years can make!
GUNNAR I have completely different memories.
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JOANNA And she lent me the money at high interest. Can you imagine?
GUNNAR I would never have suspected. And you’re telling me about it only now!
Though... the interest is not such a bad idea. Family is one thing, and percentages a
different thing altogether. (suddenly) Do you think that Giovanni didn’t have a problem
with that?
JOANNA And why should I care about Giovanni...
GUNNAR Jeanne nosed out that he had some small capital put aside.
JOANNA This is about real life. Gunnar, she lent it to me at 25 percent interest!!!
GUNNAR I would have to know all the details. Perhaps it was justified after all.
JOANNA Are you crazy? Do you know what the consequences were? Had it not been
for the interest, we would now be sitting in your Ghent, maybe I could buy you the
original canvas...
GUNNAR (thoughtful) Ghent...
JOANNA (angrily) Falster!
GUNNAR A proper interest is always a guarantee...
JOANNA I could import Italian shoes to Denmark then! Overrun the whole of
Scandinavia. (suddenly) What are you talking about?! What guarantee??? A family
should trust one another.
GUNNAR And as it is, you wonder... if, by any chance, I don’t have some banknotes
hidden under the pillow.
JOANNA If we had money, we could have some fun.
GUNNAR (seriously) Joanna, I am really grateful for a delicious meal! I beg your
pardon! I’ll go back to my work. He sits down on the floor in front of the reproduction.

4.
Joanna in the kitchen.
JOANNA (to herself) Old fool. He only saved money for his coffin. He didn’t invest in
anything reasonable. He bought a cheap reproduction of this lunatic, van Eyck... a
squalid, ruined hut. What a comedown! So many years of hard, idiotic work at the bank
only to pay for the coffin. And no pleasures, no entertainment. A hopeless hoarder. And
what’s the use of all that? Dust and vermin. That’s what the wonderful men really are.
Kaspar was identical. When I asked him for a new fur coat the coward immediately
stopped informing me about his stock exchange speculations. He thought I was going to
ruin him. I wonder where Gunnar has hidden his precious pearls? He must have hidden
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something somewhere. Maybe, if he had a drink, maybe he would become more
talkative then.
She delicately opens the drawers and the cupboards. She looks into the sugar bowl and
into the tea can. A fiasco! The kitchen’s not the right place after all. Maybe in the
toilet, behind the mirror? Or, really, under the quilt? He’s seen a lot of stupid detective
films, read loads of cheap lovestories... He could have hidden it under the quilt. Of
course, he also hid the bottles! Liqueur, liqueur is indispensable... (she screams)
Gunnar! Do you happen to have some liqueur? A glass of liqueur and some chocolate
would do us good! (to herself) Alcohol cures everything.
GUNNAR (from the room) There’s still some pear aperitif left! It’s under the sink, next
to the brown dish sponge.
JOANNA (to herself) So we end up drinking cheap aperitifs... But let it be a pear
aperitif. Maybe he’ll finally wake up and disclose his secrets. She takes out the glasses
and a halfempty bottle. She returns to the room. Gunnar, a short break! Something to
stimulate your blood circulation.
GUNNAR (in an absentminded voice) Do I really have to participate in all that?
JOANNA Your emergency supply! Fermented pears.
Gunnar reluctantly rises up from the floor.
GUNNAR You’re interrupting me at the most important moment. Joanna pours the
liqueur into their glasses. I was just wondering why they had only one candle lit.
JOANNA Cheers!
GUNNAR Cheers, cheers! (pause) A single candle probably stands for God. Giovanni
was a pious man.
JOANNA Why a single candle? It’s just meanness.
GUNNAR (angrily) He was a merchant. He knew very well how difficult it is to take
care of hardearned money.
JOANNA Shall I pour you some more?
GUNNAR Half a glass.
JOANNA (to herself) I won’t beat him.
GUNNAR Alcohol distracts.
JOANNA You live too ascetically.
GUNNAR There’s still a lot to do when you’re old.
JOANNA I suggest you start from your own dump. She stands up and begins to walk
around the room.
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GUNNAR I feel exceptionally good here. All the books and art albums stand in their
places.
JOANNA The father’s picture is covered with dust.
GUNNAR There are socalled priorities.
JOANNA She approaches the wardrobe. You should do a quick wash at least. Look,
dirty shirts are sticking out of your wardrobe. (to herself) I wonder what else he keeps
there...
GUNNAR (tetchily) Feel free! This is an improbable freedom in someone else’s house.
JOANNA In my own brother’s house. She plunges into the wardrobe. What do you
need so many unfashionable ties for?
GUNNAR Would you like me to check your bag?
JOANNA (cheerful) I don’t mind at all. You’ll only find some change in the purse...
Gunnar takes Joanna’s bag from the back of the chair. Interested, he looks inside. He
takes out a lipstick.
GUNNAR (to himself) Women’s landscapes... I could have expected.
JOANNA Red ties were worn in the seventies. I think I must buy you several navy blue
ones.
GUNNAR (trying her lipstick on his hand) Do you mean you still use makeup?
JOANNA (indignant) Haven’t you noticed yet?
GUNNAR At your age...
JOANNA (interrupting him) At our age!
GUNNAR All right, let it be. At our age...
JOANNA What do you mean, at our age?
GUNNAR (slowly) At our age it is not becoming to use make up.
JOANNA At our age it is not becoming to use make up?
GUNNAR We have too many wrinkles, makeup won’t help...
JOANNA You, certainly, shouldn’t use it.
GUNNAR I think it is unbecoming...
JOANNA Tell me then, what is becoming, at our age? She pulls out a long, green dress
from the wardrobe. Surprised, she examines it silently. Gunnar nervously lights a cigar.
Joanna rubs her eyes and bursts out laughing. This is what our wellbehaved Gunnar is
secretly doing... Storing women’s clothes in his wardrobe! (to herself) At our age it is
not becoming to use makeup.
GUNNAR (embarrassed) As you know... I’m currently studying...
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JOANNA Tell me. Whose dress is this?
GUNNAR It’s mine.
JOANNA What do you mean, yours?
GUNNAR Bought with my own money.
JOANNA I don’t understand. A sex change, or, perhaps, a new type of dressing gown?
GUNNAR (in a hushed voice) A dress for the chosen one...
JOANNA For the chosen one? You’re fibbing!
GUNNAR Let me explain.
JOANNA In the wardrobe of the innocent and womenavoiding Gunnar...
Unbelievable.
GUNNAR You don’t understand anything. What I meant is the atmosphere at the
Arnolfini’s. The atmosphere in their house, Jeanne who certainly wanted to exploit
Giovanni.
JOANNA What does it have to do...
GUNNAR I’m examining the matter meticulously.
JOANNA (worried) Maybe you should see a psychologist?
GUNNAR They wanted five hundred for it, but I beat them down to three hundred...
JOANNA Who am I to suspect?
GUNNAR (confused) Jeanne and Giovanni...
JOANNA Is it only the dress? Or do you have perhaps any other interesting props? She
laughs.
GUNNAR Do you want to know everything? He takes a deep drag on his cigar.
JOANNA I would never have expected it of you. And I still can’t entirely believe that it
was all about the reproduction.
GUNNAR But you don’t want to say you suspect me of a relationship with a
woman???
JOANNA Gunnar and a woman? You’re right, it’s rather impossible!
GUNNAR Let me explain it then.
JOANNA On the other hand... it wouldn’t be so stupid. After so many years! I would
have someone to talk to about fashion.
GUNNAR I’m studying a particular situation. (pause) I think I have a vocation to do it.
JOANNA You’re in a bad way. And it’s getting worse and worse. I’ve always been
telling you to go out more often.
GUNNAR There are important things going on in my life at the moment.
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JOANNA I can hear.....
GUNNAR Can we be honest?
JOANNA Are you guilty of something else?
GUNNAR The dress... it’s not all.
JOANNA Nothing but revelations!
GUNNAR It so happened that...
JOANNA A bra?
GUNNAR I didn’t think about a bra.
JOANNA If you have a dress, you have to have a bra...
GUNNAR (whispers) I also have a pair of clogs and a hat.

5.
Gunnar and Joanna next to each other on the floor.
JOANNA (cheerfully) There’s something lacking in here, for sure. She glances at the
reproduction. Can you guess what I mean?
GUNNAR The candle is in the kitchen.
JOANNA There is the candle... but no chandelier. You’ve always been contented with
half measures.
GUNNAR (surprised) You’re right.
JOANNA A chandelier would change a lot.
GUNNAR A chandelier... Where could I get a chandelier?
JOANNA I shouldn’t have mentioned it to you.
GUNNAR There is the candle and no chandelier...
JOANNA We’ll manage somehow.
GUNNAR After all we have the dress.
JOANNA You can put the candle on the table.
GUNNAR (suddenly) You’re still an attractive woman.
JOANNA (satisfied) Finally you’re talking sensibly. (pause) Sometimes one has to talk
more seriously... Do you have any savings?
GUNNAR I knew what I was doing.
JOANNA You didn’t travel anywhere... You have to spend it on something.
GUNNAR Travel is a waste of time.
JOANNA Will you bequeath them to the cats?
GUNNAR (indignant) How dare you?!
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JOANNA To the nuns?
GUNNAR There is still a lot to be done before us.
JOANNA Before us... Interesting.
GUNNAR If only you knew how to save, your life would have been different...
JOANNA Do you mean my Italian shoes? That was a series of unfavourable events.
Bad luck, simply.
GUNNAR You didn’t have a proper adviser.
JOANNA There were too many of them and this is what knocked me down.
GUNNAR You didn’t know how to invest reasonably.
JOANNA And you, instead, wore the same gray suit for thirty seasons.
GUNNAR I provided for my old age... and I did something more, apart from that.
JOANNA I can just see, a dress, a hat... But you don’t have any idea about shoes.
Instead of clogs, you should buy some reasonable court shoes. Even Portuguese, though
they’re of poor quality.
GUNNAR Everything has to be original, no concessions. Just like in Jan van Eyck’s
painting.
JOANNA Original?
GUNNAR Like at Giovanni’s...
JOANNA But they had tailors! It was real craftsmanship and not what we have now!
GUNNAR Handicraft! We must return to this era...
JOANNA (pointing at the dress) What do you want to do with it?
GUNNAR (clearly disconcerted) We need to talk, Joanna.
JOANNA I’m waiting for it all the time! Tell me at last.
GUNNAR We must have a serious conversation.
JOANNA (interested) Yes? And what have we been doing until now? What have we
been doing for the last several dozen years? We need to talk to each other, that’s a good
one! Tell me quickly what you actually mean.
GUNNAR Since you already discovered the dress...
JOANNA A woman’s eye.
GUNNAR Since you already discovered...
JOANNA Clothes are my specialty, you know that very well. She laughs. You didn’t
have the slightest chance, I had to put my hand into the right hiding place!
GUNNAR I wanted to inform you about it myself.
JOANNA But I nailed you earlier.
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GUNNAR Such was the destiny.
JOANNA Aren’t you ashamed?
GUNNAR But this is all about something else. You don’t even expect it.
JOANNA Do you put it on in front of the mirror at night?
GUNNAR (outraged) What are you talking about! Where did you get this idea from?
JOANNA We have proof here.
GUNNAR I’m still normal.
JOANNA (cheerfully) A retired clerk... One could never have expected it of him...
GUNNAR The matter is unusually important.
JOANNA You haven’t had any contact with the outside world for too long. You
overdid it.
GUNNAR It won’t be for free, of course.
JOANNA (interested) This already sounds much better.
GUNNAR I’ll pay you handsomely.
JOANNA Amazing!
GUNNAR As you rightly suspect, I’m in possession of some reserves...
JOANNA Yes. This subject is of great interest to me. Continue, Gunnar!
GUNNAR My savings...
JOANNA Well, what about them?
GUNNAR But first, I would like to explain to you certain delicate matters connected
with the Arnolfini.
JOANNA I’m at your service, though I have no idea what you mean in this case. What
does your Giovanni have to do with it? You mentioned economy. You’ve always been
good at it. Do you want to remunerate me? So?
GUNNAR I would pay you in cash or by cheque.
JOANNA (agitated) It can even be by cheque.
GUNNAR So it will be by cheque then.
JOANNA For sure?
GUNNAR I can sign it any time.
JOANNA By cheque?
GUNNAR By cheque.
JOANNA By cheque! You’ve changed beyond recognition. Maybe it’s because of the
cigar? You shouldn’t drag on it. But wait a minute, what do you actually want to pay
me for? After all, it’s so unlike you. Make a confession, immediately, Gunnar.
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6.
Joanna in the green dress. Gunnar touches her belly with pleasure.
JOANNA (ironically) Are you satisfied?
GUNNAR I think the size’s too small...
JOANNA You have to raise the stakes then.
GUNNAR (embarrassed) Even more?
JOANNA (laughing) Do you know what that involves?
GUNNAR I can realize that.
JOANNA We’ll add another zero...
GUNNAR Do you want to ruin me?
JOANNA But it’ll remain in the family.
GUNNAR (worried) Another zero...
JOANNA You won’t deny that these are exceptional circumstances?
GUNNAR (to himself) The spitting image of Jeanne de Cename.
JOANNA The belly will be enlarged...
GUNNAR (suddenly agitated) Really?
JOANNA But, I repeat, you’ll have to add something to this business.
GUNNAR Money, nothing but money!
JOANNA A large, wonderful belly...
GUNNAR A bottomless pit! All right then. Let’s be specific. How much?
Joanna whispers the sum into his ear.
JOANNA Does that suit you?
GUNNAR Ruin...
JOANNA Nothing’s for free!
GUNNAR (flushed) But it has to be like a balloon.
JOANNA I’ll do it professionally, don’t worry.
GUNNAR Twins or triplets.
JOANNA No problem.
GUNNAR Just tell me, I’ll turn away.
JOANNA You’re getting rid of your secret nest eggs in a strange manner... I can’t
remember you going to the theatre.
GUNNAR So don’t think about it!
JOANNA Is it set?
GUNNAR Let it be.
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JOANNA But first the right signature.
Gunnar writes out the cheque. Joanna moves towards the wardrobe.
GUNNAR Giovanni also had to pay. Such is the lot of an honest man. Nothing’s for
free, even among your closest family. I wonder how she will look? (pause) He didn’t
have the right to enter her bedroom. He couldn’t check anything. Maybe she was
preparing to run away? One of the servants? Quite possible...
JOANNA (with a huge, stuffed belly) I look as if I was in the last month of pregnancy.
GUNNAR I’m impressed.
JOANNA I can barely move.
GUNNAR What a beautiful belly!
JOANNA A suit of armour.
GUNNAR This is exactly it...
JOANNA In that case everyone’s happy. You’ve got your Arnolfini, and I, at last, new
stilettos. (looking at the cheque) It should probably be enough...
GUNNAR We have to celebrate it somehow.
JOANNA I think so too.
GUNNAR (lighting a cigar) A goose?
JOANNA What has come to your mind? What goose?
GUNNAR A roast goose.
JOANNA A goose? Out of the question.
GUNNAR Goose is a delicacy!
JOANNA I’d prefer grapes.
GUNNAR Do you think that in those days they didn’t eat goose? I’m sure they could
afford such a luxury. Not every day perhaps, but once in a while... Whichever way you
look at it, we have a celebration day today.
JOANNA You’re changing beyond recognition. I’m beginning to worry a bit. My mean
Gunnar and a goose?
GUNNAR It’s an occasion.
JOANNA Do you know how much fat...
GUNNAR We’ll survive.
JOANNA Didn’t you like the scrambled eggs? Didn’t you have enough?
GUNNAR Forget it.
JOANNA It’s always been your favourite dish. I don’t understand anything.
GUNNAR It is a special occasion!
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JOANNA And how much money...
GUNNAR You only live once!
JOANNA Mister Giovanni has a disastrous influence on you.
GUNNAR I can already see a beautifully set table.
JOANNA (arranging her dress) OK, let’s have a goose... Call the restaurant and order
a goose. (to herself) Jeanne surely must have liked geese. He has paid. So one has to
adapt.
GUNNAR After so many years on a diet, a little fat won’t do you any harm.
JOANNA Do you really think it’s worth spending so much money?
GUNNAR I put it aside especially for the occasion...
JOANNA Nothing but surprises.
GUNNAR (proud) We too come from higher social circles.
JOANNA I can take the skin off.
GUNNAR It’s our holiday!
JOANNA Don’t forget about something for dessert. For example, a good Spanish wine!
GUNNAR (resolutely) Alcohol is out of the question for obvious reasons! There will
be, however, elaborate fruit and ice cream.
JOANNA For what reasons?
GUNNAR You mentioned grapes. There’ll be grapes then.
JOANNA A feast without wine?
GUNNAR If a belly... then no wine.
JOANNA (to herself) He’s starting to worry about the belly. She comes over to the
reproduction with the Arnolfini. You got tangled up, Gunnar. You’re beginning to be
off the wall. It’s typical for men at your age...
GUNNAR Don’t be afraid. You’d better think about your court shoes.
JOANNA I wouldn’t have agreed otherwise.
GUNNAR Think about wonderful, golden court shoes. (in a lofty voice) I pronounce
that you’re beautiful!
JOANNA So many years of fruitless attempts, and now, suddenly, a stuffed dress... At
last I feel appreciated.
GUNNAR Then be happy.
JOANNA The cheque raised my spirits.
GUNNAR There are many wonderful days and nights before us.
JOANNA Curious. Even nights...
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GUNNAR Be happy!
JOANNA I’m doing my best, but, on the other hand, I’m slightly worried about you.
GUNNAR And this is how it should be exactly! In every decent relationship... a certain
measure of worry.
JOANNA (surprised) Did you say... relationship?
GUNNAR I said, goose! Long live the goose and the desserts!
JOANNA Where shall I stuff it, I can barely breathe...
GUNNAR And maybe, indeed, triplets?
JOANNA You’re going to shoot the works.
GUNNAR There are priorities.
JOANNA It’s a pity there’ll be no wine.
GUNNAR Get out the best cutlery.
JOANNA The cutlery that our parents left us?
GUNNAR I’m giving you a free hand. From now on it’s your home as well! Plates and
cutlery! Everything should be worldclass!
JOANNA It hasn’t been used for ages. I’d forgotten you still have it. I must ask at the
antique shop. They could be interested.
GUNNAR Is it possible that Giovanni counted on triplets?
JOANNA He was rather hoping that he’d have diamonds spawning.
GUNNAR And suddenly such a surprise!!!
JOANNA (to herself) Plates and cutlery... When I am at it, I’ll check what’s in the
dresser.
Gunnar orders the goose by telephone.

7.
Set table. Silver cutlery, Chinese plates and cups... The main item of the programme – a
huge, roasted goose. Joanna in a stuffed dress, Gunner in a hat.
GUNNAR (looking at the platter) A delicacy.
JOANNA Pure cholesterol.
GUNNAR These stories aren’t proven. Some doctors claim that fat is also of use. After
all, nobody thought about diet in the old days...
JOANNA (ironically) Beetroots and potatoes, beetroots and potatoes... They couldn’t
afford anything else.
GUNNAR In this case we’re talking about an affluent social group...
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JOANNA But they didn’t have dentists. She touches her teeth. Imagine a world without
dentists.
GUNNAR Instead, they had craftsmen, painters and merchants.
JOANNA Pulling out teeth without anaesthetics!
GUNNAR They could go hunting.
JOANNA They could collect wild birds’ feathers. An interesting hobby...
GUNNAR So let’s get down to it! He starts to cut the goose.
JOANNA I’m not sure about this goose. After all, diet is essential.
GUNNAR It’ll do you good, you’ll see.
JOANNA I’ll act contrary to what they advise in the howto books.
GUNNAR You need a lot of proteins now. Smiling, he glances at the reproduction of
the painting. Then he examines Joanna’s stuffed belly.
JOANNA For me a microscopic portion without skin. And something to wash it down
with to make it move quickly in the body.
GUNNAR (taking his hat off) It’s not becoming at the table, though I don’t feel
comfortable without it.
JOANNA Sometimes you can act like a gentleman.
GUNNAR A question of motivation...
JOANNA If you didn’t have any secret nest eggs, there would be no show.
GUNNAR I know what I’m doing.
JOANNA (sulky face) Nothing but fat...
GUNNAR You’ll get used to it, slowly you’ll get used to it.
JOANNA A cheque for each session?
GUNNAR There’s a long evening before us.
JOANNA Think how suddenly your character has changed. Instead of eggs... a goose!
GUNNAR I didn’t spare any expense on the goose. He swallows a piece of thigh. The
goose arouses my desires.
JOANNA A goose! You’ve no idea about real expenses. A good shoe and a suitable
stocking! You don’t even realize what a good Italian shoe means. What is a bare female
leg adorned with an Italian shoe.
GUNNAR It so happens that I’m only interested in your belly.
JOANNA It has grown slightly, but just at the thought of the cheque...
GUNNAR (suddenly) How do you feel?
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JOANNA Terrible. More vegetables, Gunnar. At our age one has to eat more
vegetables. Outdoor exercise, sea cruises. At least a minimum of luxury...
GUNNAR Just think how it was in Giovanni’s times. A carriage and bumpy roads!
Cruel robbers in the woods and you have to complete orders, to deliver goods, you have
to earn your living. (pause) One has to support the family...
JOANNA And meanwhile, here, they’ve chopped down the last groves. We have a
pension and dust on the floor.
GUNNAR (joyfully) It’s going to change soon. There’s the goose! Here, (there’s) yet
another well roasted piece.
JOANNA Enough! I’ve had enough. I’m beginning to feel a pain in my stomach. I told
you it was not for me...
GUNNAR (thoughtful) The stomach ache doesn’t have to be necessarily caused by the
bird.
JOANNA I think I should pull several rags out... She massages her stuffed belly. But an
agreement is an agreement.
GUNNAR You have to hold on until the end.
JOANNA I’m doing what I can.
GUNNAR Giovanni sacrificed himself too. He risked. (bangs his fist on the table) He
counted on his Jeanne! (slowly drawling his words) On his Jeanne de Cename...
JOANNA Calm down. Everything is going according to your plan.
GUNNAR Forgive me, men can get nervous sometimes. Especially, in the present
situation.
JOANNA (to herself) He’s getting more and more mad...
GUNNAR One had to wait so long for the answer to the riddle that one can sometimes
lose control of oneself.
JOANNA Loneliness and meanness upset you. And I didn’t have luck with shoes.
That’s the whole riddle.
GUNNAR Your perfect belly... The work in the bank turned out to be of some use. He
glances at the reproduction. Look how delicately they’re holding hands.
JOANNA (pushes away her plate) Awful! I’ve had enough.
GUNNAR It only seems so to you. A stomach upset is nothing unusual in this situation.
JOANNA You know a lot even about that?
GUNNAR I prepared myself in advance.
JOANNA Did you work out everything?
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GUNNAR You know, I’m a professional.
JOANNA I think I must loosen it a bit.
GUNNAR (frightened) You’d better drink some mint!
JOANNA We overdid it, we should have made do with the scrambled eggs and gone to
bed.
GUNNAR One doesn’t eat a goose on just any occasion.
JOANNA Gunnar, but the pain’s getting stronger and stronger.
GUNNAR Everything’s going to change soon.
JOANNA But I would like to live a little more.
GUNNAR (suddenly) Look, what wonderful teaspoons!
JOANNA I guess it’s the first time since our mother’s death...
GUNNAR It’s the first time.
JOANNA Don’t change the subject. I’m in pain.
GUNNAR Beautiful, especially for our evening.
JOANNA I feel as if I had a brick there.
GUNNAR (to himself) A good sign.
JOANNA Hadn’t it been for this wretched piece of paper with your signature...
GUNNAR Herbal tea is recommended.
JOANNA You did away with your sister.
GUNNAR Sister?
JOANNA (surprised) What do you mean? Don’t you remember who I am? Did it have
a bad effect on you, too?
GUNNAR Right, sister. He puts his hat on.
JOANNA Take this ugly thing off. It’s not becoming at the table. I praised you too
soon.
GUNNAR Don’t get upset about anything. No unnecessary emotions...
JOANNA (looking at the belly) It’s going to blow up any minute.
GUNNAR Have patience!
JOANNA Think of nothing but the cheque, think of nothing but the cheque...
GUNNAR (unexpectedly) I’ll even give you a small shop.
JOANNA He’s gone mad, completely mad!
GUNNAR Of course, I’ll be in control of it.
JOANNA A small (shoeshop)...
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GUNNAR We could of course expand our offer. (seriously) What do you think about
hats?
JOANNA First a renovation of your dump! That’ll be the beginning of our common
activity!
GUNNAR My experience in bookkeeping...
JOANNA Gunnar, where were you half a century ago?
GUNNAR A woman should have a decent job, but she has to be controlled so that she
doesn’t forget about knitting. The division of activities...
JOANNA Where were you thirty, twenty, ten years ago? I still had some energy then.
And now, pensioner’s fantasies! A shoeshop!
GUNNAR Women... Don’t let them spend money carelessly. Many honest merchants
went down because of that.
JOANNA (getting up) I won’t hold on like this much longer.
GUNNAR You’ll be able to buy yourself Italian shoes.
JOANNA Why did I consent to it at all? I could have refused to eat the goose! The
dress and the belly would have been enough.
GUNNAR (worried) Should I call a specialist?
JOANNA Give me a break. I have simply put too much in there. If I took out several
layers, I’d immediately feel much better.
GUNNAR Typical hysteria, but it’ll soon pass.
JOANNA If it doesn’t go away if I sit in the armchair...
Gunnar takes her by the hand and walks her to the armchair.
GUNNAR How is it?
JOANNA It doesn’t help.
GUNNAR One should get accustomed to fowl.
JOANNA Gunnar, I can’t hold on anymore.
GUNNAR (taking the hat off his head) You’ll see, I’ll buy you a shop. All you have to
do is hold on until the end...
JOANNA I can even give up the cheque.
GUNNAR Many women have gone through the same thing. You’re not the first.
JOANNA Well, maybe not the whole cheque... You’ve seen your Jeanne, what else do
you need?
GUNNAR Be patient, I beg you, be patient!
JOANNA (to herself) It’s my fault.
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GUNNAR (whispering) Think about the future...
JOANNA I’m bursting with the goose and the rags and you keep fantasizing all the
time!
GUNNAR One doesn’t eat a goose on just any occasion!
JOANNA Loosen it, just a little bit...
GUNNAR Shall I call the doctor?
JOANNA Call a psychiatrist when you’re at it.
GUNNAR You have no right to even touch your belly, it’s out of the question.
JOANNA (groaning) You’re merciless, but you won’t make it with me!
GUNNAR I rewarded you.
JOANNA Think in different terms sometimes. Money cannot buy you everything.
GUNNAR Life has taught me to be consistent...
JOANNA Gunnar, calm down. I only have to unbutton my dress, take out the rags,
breathe some air. The goose was exceptionally bad for me.
GUNNAR (to himself) I’ve never fully trusted her.
JOANNA I’m hereby backing out from our agreement. The game’s over!
GUNNAR You’re feverish, you don’t know what you’re saying.
JOANNA I know that I’m already exploding. She’s holding her belly.
GUNNAR Herbal tea or the doctor. Decide!
JOANNA A madman...
GUNNAR Just think, you’re going to have everything. Shoes, carriage rides in the
wood, wild bird hunting. You’re going to have things your friends haven’t even
dreamed of.
JOANNA In what carriage, what wood?
GUNNAR The servants are going to serve you at the table.
JOANNA Scrambled eggs or geese?
GUNNAR Sometimes even geese...
JOANNA (ironically) Welfare workers distributing geese among pensioners... It would
become a serious scandal! A larger political affair!
GUNNAR (with a glint in the eye) We could go dancing!
JOANNA Go dancing? With you, Gunnar?
GUNNAR You don’t know me so well.
JOANNA It’s true, you can still surprise me.
GUNNAR Shoes, a carriage... What else do you need to be lucky?
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JOANNA You need love to be lucky.
GUNNAR There’s no time for love.
JOANNA Indeed.
GUNNAR But money can compensate for everything. Good intentions and money.
JOANNA (sighing) You’re a wonderful man, Gunnar. But the goose was an
exaggeration in the end. I can feel it flying away out of my stomach...
GUNNAR (proudly) A goose! Bought specially to celebrate our holiday!
JOANNA (decidedly) I’m going to sit on the floor and get rid of the load.

8.
Joanna and Gunnar on the floor. Gunnar nervously smokes his cigar.
GUNNAR I beg you, don’t do it.
JOANNA Do you want to bury me under the table?
GUNNAR You must understand that many women have been in a similar position.
JOANNA I pity them.
GUNNAR (to himself) Triplets...
JOANNA I’m on the verge of an explosion. And don’t blackmail me with triplets. The
solution is simple, I’m getting rid of the rags.
GUNNAR They’ve got to be saved. It’s my duty!!!
JOANNA You’d better save your sister.
GUNNAR (surprised) What sister?
JOANNA (ironically) We’re probably talking about me.
GUNNAR Sister...
JOANNA It’s me, Joanna. Your sister. Of the same father and mother.
GUNNAR You’ve got everything mixed up in your head.
JOANNA I can’t catch my breath.
GUNNAR Try.
JOANNA Pensioners should avoid eating fat.
GUNNAR You’re being delirious.
JOANNA The explosion is due any moment now...
GUNNAR I can write out an additional cheque for you.
JOANNA But it won’t help me now.
GUNNAR But it’ll soothe the pain a little. Think about the cheque and the money,
don’t give up. Something like a bonus.
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JOANNA Money! My weak point...
GUNNAR Trolleys full of cosmetics, liqueur, fashionable pullovers!
JOANNA I’ll remind you about it in the nearest future.
GUNNAR But you know very well that for you I’d give up everything!
JOANNA (to herself) I made a fool of myself. I could have refused to eat the goose...
GUNNAR Everything your heart desires! Pearls, shoes, trinkets.
JOANNA At some other time. She puts her hand under the dress.
GUNNAR (menacingly) I categorically forbid you!
JOANNA The only thing that counts now is how I feel...
GUNNAR Refrain from it!
JOANNA I still have a couple of years before me.
GUNNAR You can’ even imagine what the consequences may be!
JOANNA Consequences? I’ll feel a relief at last.
GUNNAR We’ve been waiting for it for so long.
JOANNA Nobody’s been waiting for anything.
GUNNAR I wrote out a cheque for you...
JOANNA You could have written it out without making an effigy of me.
GUNNAR (shouts) I forbid you!
JOANNA And then we’ll send you to a sanatorium to tune down your nerves a bit.
She takes out the first piece of material. It was my fault. I shouldn’t have agreed...
GUNNAR A traitor!
JOANNA But nothing has happened, we can repeat the show tomorrow.
GUNNAR You’re off your head, you don’t know what you’re doing! He grabs her by
the shoulder. Try to take a deep breath, not everything’s lost!
JOANNA Back away immediately! Gunnar presses her to the floor.
GUNNAR (unconsciously) She came from a false family, I’ve always felt that she’d
bring me to ruin...
JOANNA Let go or I’ll start to shout. Do you realize what embarrassment it’ll be?!
GUNNAR Jeanne, I beg you...
JOANNA My name’s Joanna.
GUNNAR And now she’s showing her real face. She wants to deprive me of my only
treasure! She cheated me...
JOANNA Let go off me immediately!
GUNNAR I’m lost!
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JOANNA Speak quieter or the neighbours will come...
GUNNAR I should’ve listened to the inner voice!
JOANNA (petrified) He’s going to strangle me!
A tussle. Joanna bites Gunnar’s forearm.
GUNNAR So it has come to that, to that! The woman in my life, my love... and she bit
me...
JOANNA (panting) Selfdefence...
GUNNAR She bit me and I took her for carriage rides in the wood.
JOANNA This reproduction has made your brain a complete mess!
GUNNAR (desperate) And what am I to live for now?!
JOANNA My own brother! Incomprehensible!!! She manages to free herself from the
stuffed dress. Smiling, she stands over Gunnar.
GUNNAR (unconsciously) She cheated me...
JOANNA Gunnar, look in my eyes. It’s me, your sister.
GUNNAR She bit me...
JOANNA It’s me, Joanna.
GUNNAR Who?
JOANNA Joanna.
GUNNAR I don’t understand...
JOANNA You’ve had an attack.
GUNNAR Treason.
JOANNA The goose has flown away. There’s no goose. The damned Arnolfini are
gone...
GUNNAR (mumbles) She stuffed her belly... They weren’t triplets at all.
JOANNA You don’t fix triplets with a cheque. Remember that in the future.
GUNNAR I ordered the goose especially for the occasion...
JOANNA Promises were made, so she stuffed her belly. It’s logical!
GUNNAR (amazed) Stuffed her belly, just like that?
JOANNA And what else did you expect? You wanted to pay yourself! You wrote out
the cheque, wake up at last. She wets his forehead.
GUNNAR (in a whisper) Did I have a vision?
JOANNA You kept a dress and clogs in the wardrobe so I wanted to help you.
GUNNAR What actually happened? He looks around the room nervously.
JOANNA It may be the beginning of a psychosis. Who knows...
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GUNNAR (scarred) God... but it’s so unlike me.
JOANNA Everyone can get it.
GUNNAR Where’s Jeanne?
JOANNA You wrote out the cheque, so I wanted to help you.
GUNNAR Your wonderful belly...
JOANNA (to herself) It’s still keeping hold of him.
GUNNAR (shaking) Tell me, where’s Jeanne?
JOANNA Jeanne miscarried.
GUNNAR It can’t be!
JOANNA You landed again on Falster.
GUNNAR (surprised) Is it possible that we’re in Denmark?
JOANNA In the social democratic, notoriously foggy Denmark.
GUNNAR (coming to his senses) On Falster?
JOANNA Exactly.
GUNNAR And you are...
JOANNA Yes, it’s me, Joanna. Your sister, Joanna.
GUNNAR Sometimes strange thoughts can absorb one’s head...
JOANNA You need a change of climate.
GUNNAR (looking at his hat) Giovanni, it seems, has died?
JOANNA And he has done well.
GUNNAR (coming to) What shall we do now with the dress and the clogs?
JOANNA Is it the most important thing at the moment? Just think, you could have
strangled your beloved sister...
GUNNAR (firmly) We’ll sell the dress in the market place!

9.
Joanna sets the reproduction of the painting on fire in the sink. Gunnar sits at the table,
drinks tea and does a crossword.
JOANNA We’ll organize a Monet for you now.
GUNNAR (absent) A Monet...
JOANNA We’ll do something about the dust and scare the spiders out of your room.
You’ll revive, I promise.
GUNNAR Quieter, I can’t concentrate!
JOANNA (whispering) We’ll set to work on the floor and the cupboards in the kitchen.
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GUNNAR Only two answers left.
JOANNA The windows also need cleaning...
GUNNAR The last two answers and we’re sending the solution!
JOANNA I can see that you’ve returned to your old form.
GUNNAR Maybe I’ll draw for a book voucher?
JOANNA (to herself) He’ll be engrossed in the crosswords for the rest of his life.
GUNNAR Do you remember the name of the capital city of Mali?
JOANNA In every decent house there’s a Monet hanging on the wall...
GUNNAR Mali, Mali... It seems to me that I could remember it not long ago. Africa is
always the most difficult part.
JOANNA We have to use up our time in a reasonable manner. Tomorrow, I’m going to
buy some clothes for you... Maybe an attractive tour? She turns on the tap. The rubbish
is finally liquidated! Who would want to paint such rubbish?! It’s a pity that the
inquisition didn’t burn him. Perversion... Were he alive, I’d immediately take him to
court! Maybe one should write to the National Gallery? Protect innocent children!
(pause) And adults too.
GUNNAR Mambuko, Mamuko? I’ve got to look it up in an encyclopedia.
JOANNA I bet that this painting has driven a lot of people crazy...
GUNNAR I think I’m almost on the track.
JOANNA Monet would never create anything so disgusting.
GUNNAR (nervous) Stop raving!
JOANNA You’ve worked so hard all your life... She comes up to Gunnar and lights his
cigar. You could do with a new pair of shoes.
GUNNAR (smiling) Bamako! Of course, it’s Bamako.
JOANNA You’re so intelligent!
GUNNAR I’m developing all the time.
JOANNA I’ve always looked up to you, Gunnar.
GUNNAR Several dozen years in the bank hasn’t come to nothing. The selection of
information, the experience in contacts with people...
JOANNA (in a whisper) A little cheque?
GUNNAR (indignant) What has come to your mind? One has to save in one’s old age.
You’d better learn it at last!
The end
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PROLOGUE
When I was young

ANNA
When I was young
I think the cookies
In the ads on TV
Are just as big
As the cookies on the shelf
I’m so excited
About the big cookies
When I buy the cookies
And take them out of the packet
I’m disappointed
And I cry
FRANZ
When I was young
I’m in love with the daughter of an old school general
And I have to make it official
By asking him for her hand
When the general sees me
The blood rushes to his head
He doesn’t say a word and I leave
I have long hair
And a dove of peace on my jacket
What the general doesn’t yet know
His daughter’s pregnant
TINE
When I was young
I have an identity crisis
I’m not sure of myself
So I take a piece of paper
And write a list
Of all my good qualities
Then I read it out loud to myself and record it
On cassette
And every morning I play the cassette
RUDOLF
When I was young
I hate the marketplace
I feel like I’m being put under pressure
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By the yelling of the vegetable women
Going on about how great their beans are
Really loudly and relentlessly
I prefer to go
To the discreet quiet of the supermarket
Where the merchandise calmly sits there
And silently lets itself be picked out by me
ELVIRA
When I was young
In the black and white of the new TV set
There are pretty women
Demonstrating vacuum cleaners
And combing children’s hair
With impeccable side parts
I feel paralyzed
And it takes me years afterward
To get rid of that paralysis
JAN
When I was young
I smash the window of a bank
Out of protest
The police come
And my father
Is also there right away
He pulls out his camera
And captures the moment
Me
Distraught and full of hatred
In the background the shattered glass
And at the edge
Like in a painting
A handful of policemen
Only five weeks later
I’m an advertising campaign
The city’s covered with posters
With my photo
And under it the name
Of a bank
And the slogan
We’re clearing the way
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1. FATHER’S DAY 1

A picture, hung facing the wall.
RUDOLF
Your father’s on the phone he says
He wrote you a text message in which
He let you know about a letter which
Contains the date he sent the email from which
You can find out exactly when you’ll receive the telegram that
Tells you what day he’ll arrive
Enter Franz
There
It’s him
Can you
The sound of doors slamming
Show him in
Pleasant flight
FRANZ
You might as well ask me
Whether I had a pleasant time breathing
Whether I had a pleasant time gasping for air
That’s how often I fly
And for me flying
Just like breathing
Has nothing to do with
Pleasant
RUDOLF
Are you thirsty
Water OJ Coke coffee
Wine champagne beer schnapps
FRANZ
Thank you
I could drink a coffee
What’s that I’m smelling
RUDOLF
Are you hungry
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Fries cookies soup beans
Chips chicken fruit steak
FRANZ
No thanks
Are you frying a halibut
This place smells of the sea
I’m taken aback and disappointed
Yes I’m put out
That my son keeps himself from me
And I’m sorry
But finding you here
Also comes as a surprise
I thought
You’d moved out a long time ago
RUDOLF
And I don’t live here
I’m just here all the time
FRANZ
What’s the difference then
RUDOLF
It’s not a matter of where you are
But of the feeling that goes along with it
I’m here
But I’m ready to go
Any minute
I’ve only set myself up like this
Temporarily
Until the right job comes along and I can settle down
FRANZ
How are the studies
RUDOLF
I finished ages ago
But the job market
Well you know how it is
Every day I fill out a thousand
Applications before breakfast
That costs a pretty penny
One thousand stamps
Every day
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FRANZ
Who finances that
Don’t tell me
I can guess
I finance it
My son
His soft heart
RUDOLF
If we’re talking about the consistency of his heart
Soft isn’t necessarily how I’d put it
We have a deal
I do certain things
And he pays for my stamps
FRANZ
Certain things what things
If one is allowed to ask
RUDOLF
Well whatever comes up
Cooking washing cleaning ironing
Sewing scrubbing shopping running errands
Filling things out dropping things off
Answering the phone answering the door
FRANZ
He can do all that himself
My son can
RUDOLF
He can’t do all that himself
Your son can’t
I understand
That it’s traditional for a father to see his offspring
Through rosetinted glasses
But
You must have some idea what he’s like
FRANZ
I know
He makes heavy weather of things
He had to be dragged through his graduation
Like a wet rag
And after that
For a few years he did
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Secret things
But basically he’s neither stupid
Nor lazy
RUDOLF
The years turned into a decade
And those secret things
He’s still doing them
And as with most secret things
What’s hidden behind them is
Nothing
FRANZ
You
And your function
In my son’s life
Aren’t clear to me
You don’t live here
You’re not his lover
And you’re not his friend either
So what are you anyway
RUDOLF
I’m the last liana
That every now and then
Gets him out of his swampy jungle
On to firm ground
Without tearing
FRANZ
You talk about him
As if he was mentally handicapped
RUDOLF
He’s emotionally handicapped
He needs a handicapped ID
For his disposition
But unfortunately there’s no office
In the country that will give him one
FRANZ
I can’t believe that
He was brought up very freely
And has all the best aptitudes
There’s nothing sickly about him
You’re playing his lackey
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For some questionable private reason
RUDOLF
You mustn’t think
I’m a servile person by nature
It’s the circumstances which force me into it
FRANZ
Speaking openly man to man
Your intentions
Are extremely unclear to me
You’ve attached yourself to him
In order to profit from his wealth
RUDOLF
Speaking openly back
He’s attached himself to me
In order to profit from my work
He goes through the world like a boy without a bucket
You can’t even send him to the bakery
Instead of coming back with rolls
He shows up with women
Even if you give him a piece of paper with perfectly legible writing
Saying in big letters
A dozen rolls
Not
A dozen women
FRANZ
I’ll talk about that
With him in person
RUDOLF
Yes well
It would seem that paternal love
Has not won a special place
In his soul
Otherwise he’d be here
FRANZ
Where is he
RUDOLF
Yes well
Out
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FRANZ
Today
When I told him I was coming
RUDOLF
Yes well
To be precise he fled
From you
He guesses
Why you came
FRANZ
He’s acting as if I came to force him into a marriage
Or a work camp
But all I want is to
Entrust to him a flourishing firm
That anyone else would be only too glad to take
What’s he doing all this time
Out there
In the streets
RUDOLF
He’s looking for some resistance
FRANZ
That’s not a fulltime job
RUDOLF
It is for him
In all the years we’ve known each other
I’ve enrolled in four different degree programs
And completed all of them
While your son
Yes well you know him yourself
FRANZ
I don’t understand
He ought to be grateful
For the times he’s living in
And choose a bull that suits him
And take it by the horns
Back in our day
We were paralyzed
And had trouble moving
They wanted to chisel us
Like statues
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Or cut us out
According to the beloved fifties pattern
Stop signs and warning signs
Were our lighthouses
We kept on banging our heads
Against obstacles until they were bloody
And there were so many stones
Lying in our way
That in the end
They made up the route
Which by the way was so straight and narrow
That anyone whose feet had grown too big
Automatically strayed from it
Today
So much is possible
Perhaps even anything
RUDOLF
If anything’s possible today
How come I’m here
And don’t have a job
FRANZ
Your own fault you daredevil you
With the right getupandgo
You’ll take off like a rocket
And zoom up to any heights you can imagine
Wherever you like
RUDOLF
Can you prove that theory
With a living example
If anything was possible
Then the son of a fishmonger could
Climb up to the board of directors
No problem
Provided he had the skills
That I
As you’ll see from my papers
Definitely do have
FRANZ
So you want to climb up high
And higher still
In business
No one could call you immodest
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RUDOLF
That’s the reaction I expected
The miller can become a model
The plumber can become a pop star
The blacksmith can become an action hero
Everything is possible
In the new world that you so selflessly
Won through fighting in the streets
Only the fishmonger
Won’t join the board of directors
Yes well I suppose I’d have been better off
Investing my time in singing lessons
Instead of finishing four degrees
Cum laude
FRANZ
Now don’t start with
The whole classic story
Of the genius born in the straw hut
Who at twelve dies of hunger undiscovered
RUDOLF
Very funny
I’m going to die laughing
So your social revolution
Led to
Scorn for the masses
You sure sound harsh
For an excommunard
FRANZ
What do you think we fought for
For you
A land of milk and honey
Look around you
Everything became friendlier
Down to the lowest level
I run my business humanely
My employees receive birthday presents
They’re treated without sex discrimination
And they have a vote
RUDOLF
How nice
But it does sound
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Forgive me
Measured by the goals that you once had
A bit toothless
FRANZ
I grant myself the right
To age with dignity
And to exchange the excesses of yesterday
For the smarts of today
Now I put the long march
Ahead of the short stone’s throw
RUDOLF
Well of course you never had to march much
To keep your business
Only over a small hill
The hill of your father’s grave
FRANZ
You’re reproaching me for the state of the world
Just because I couldn’t change it
In a big way
And because I’ve nevertheless
Made my place in it
And find it quite cozy
You think
I owe you something
Alright well let’s hear it
RUDOLF
I consider myself
Excuse the arrogance
Of aboveaverage talent
And yet I cannot find
A career track
Corresponding with my qualifications
That’s due to the scent of something unfamiliar
They won’t let me in
Into the shrine of German business
A form of discrimination
That you presumably once
Planned to eliminate from the world
FRANZ
I could point to
You yourself
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As an example
In order to prove
How wrong you’ve got it
But in any case I don’t know
Of how much help I can be
I run an advertising agency
RUDOLF
What I lack is the necessary contacts
FRANZ
Contacts
Contacts
I have a bag full of contacts
RUDOLF
Then open it for me
As I know from your son
For years you’ve had
A business relationship with Donna Elvira
FRANZ
Elvira
We’ve been advertising her products for years
Elvira
The timing is good
Elvira
She’s about to give a small reception
Which I want to use as a pretext
For introducing my son to her
Come with us
While I find you
Extremely
Dislikeable
I owe this to my biography
RUDOLF
Stupid
You’d have to be stupid
To commit yourself to an idea
But still
Thank you
FRANZ
He still isn’t coming
What can he be doing
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Where can he be
RUDOLF
He’s unlikely to be back
Until after it gets dark out
If you are still hoping to see him
You’re welcome to wait here
And wait
And wait

2. SALES PORN

TINE
Standing on the street wearing a sandwichboard with a ridiculous pornographic advertising
photo.
Feel closeness across distance at a better price than ever
Talk less say more with little and more quickly
Words cheaper and cheaper
Sentences at throwaway prices
Let bargainhunters express their opinions
This time break up over the airwaves
Only two cents
Anna runs past with sunglasses and suitcase.
You there
Might I interest you in an attractive cellphone contract
I’ll make you an appealing offer
That a woman like you
Couldn’t possibly turn down
Let yourself be seduced
Into sexy savings
Let yourself be bowled over
By cutprice free minutes
You need it
You need it now
Give your whole self over to the possibilities
I’m your total telecommunications satisfaction
Well
Does that get you going
ANNA
Sorry plane to catch
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Exit
Enter Jan, lost in thought.
JAN
Students
They only take students
So is the student
The country’s favorite spoilt brat
What is that anyway a student
Nothing but a pathetic contemporary of ours
Who doesn’t know how to fill his days
He discovers Tine
You there
Crammed into that thing like an amaryllis
In the flowerpress
Of a passionate collector
Might one be permitted to liberate you
TINE
An attractive cellphone contract perhaps
A man like you
Should always stay in touch
Put out feelers
Toward addressees domestic and foreign
Network in parallel with everyone
All around the globe
JAN
If you were the victim of an avalanche
Buried under masses of snow
Then I could be the St. Bernard
Who digs you out and saves you
TINE
I’ve got prices specially designed
To suit your calling patterns
All you need to do is enter
Some personal information
Into me
And it will be under way
The fireworks
Of multiple receipt will be ignited
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JAN
You’re not listening to me
Do I have to speak a different language
In order to break through the membrane
TINE
No need to be so shy
If you just whisper your application in my ear
Then I’ll be able to save the connection
JAN
You’re not hearing what I’m saying
The only thing for it is an old trick
From the world of fauna and flora
Takes a deep breath
Beautiful maiden allow me
To bring together buyer and seller
For I am a gifted
Salesman and selling
Flows you might say through my veins
In lieu of blood
My father and his father before him
Are and were gifted salesmen
Though they brought buyers together
With other sellers
Whereas I’m here
To bring myself together with the only product worth buying
Namely you
As one can easily tell
You are in sales too and therefore you know
About the goal of selling
Which should of course be to bring together
What’s offered and what’s desired
So that they blend
Into a knot of pleasure
TINE
I’m only selling for money and not for myself
I’m standing here on this city street
Where I’m selling this telephone
Which you might have the goodness to buy
Along with a twoyear contract
JAN
What use is this gadget to me faced with
The sight of you
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Why shouldn’t you briefly and contrary to the contract
For just a few minutes exchange the product that’s been entrusted to you
For you yourself
And full of ardor do sales for yourself
You could with great promise marry yourself off
As a brand that’s never been available before
That promises happy hours
For little money and effort
TINE
Thanks I’m not that important to myself
All I’m interested in
Is this telephone
Someone has to want it
Because then I bring in a commission
Who’s going to pay me a commission
If someone wants me
JAN
The commission will be paid to you in the pleasure you’ll experience
With interest and compound interest
TINE
Pleasure is a currency
With which I can’t buy myself anything
And it doesn’t represent a stable investment
In the future
JAN
The future is also nothing but a wormhole
In which the imagination gets lost without a map
So if you prefer to invest in an intangible nothing
Called tomorrow
Than in a today made of flesh and blood
Then I deeply regret
Having spoken to you
TINE
Wait
I’m going to suggest a deal
You sign this attractive cellphone contract
In exchange for the payment of one unit of pleasure
Right away
Cash on the nail
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JAN
It sounds horrible
But the result
Is the same
Both exit

3. PARENTS’ COMPLAINT

Franz sitting with a cup of coffee. Rudolf stands next to him in servant posture with a coffee pot
in his hand.
FRANZ
Should have procreated more
Back then
Just one child
What a risk
I didn’t realize
It can die or be a failure
Such thoughts never occurred to me
Back then
Now a good substitute
Would be just the thing
The kind you can bring in off the bench
Just whistle and there he’d stand
He’d keep on carrying the torch without stumbling
He’d throw himself into the current and swim
Not flawless
But tender
He holds up the empty cup. Rudolf pours more coffee.
All the stuff that we
Showered on you
Leather shoes
Music lessons
Growing up without worries
Anything good that I didn’t have you had it
Anything bad that I had you didn’t have
So in keeping with the ideas of the time
We liberated you from the reign of terror of rules
In the belief that he would grow up
Into a valuable person
A mature citizen
And now
Holds up empty cup. Rudolf pours more coffee.
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You’re refusing even to talk
Conversation the basis of any process of understanding
Conversation with the one who loves you your father
Who means you well
But however well he means you
His goodness has no chance of reaching you
Because you retreat
Remember
How much fun we had
At Christmas
We were still a team back then
I’m your friend and always was
And yet you wage a war against me
The trench warfare of refusal
I feel awful
He holds up the empty cup. Rudolf tires to pour more coffee, but the pot is empty.
Okay then I’ll go
Exit
RUDOLF
Well it was about time

4. STUDENTS

JAN
I tried to join
The Teutonia fraternity
They only accept students
RUDOLF
wearing a wig
That doesn’t surprise me
Student organizations
Consist of students
As one can detect
From the term
Student organization
JAN
I’m wondering what exactly they study
All day
Every time
I come across a student
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He’s sleeping
They should give them less money
They should
Increase the library fines
And the cafeteria prices
RUDOLF
I was a student too for a long time
JAN
And
What do you have to show for it now
Have you understood anything
Are you ahead of me in some way
RUDOLF
There’s supposed to be some people
On this planet
Who when they take their monthly look at their bank statement
Find that what’s laughing back at them is not an amount
But only emptiness
JAN
I have
Such a desire
To fight a duel
But I have no idea who with
RUDOLF
Who have no part
In the miracle
Of the account that is continually replenished
By an invisible hand and who therefore
Because they sadly sadly oh poor them oh poor them
Find themselves outside of this wonderful circulation
Must educate themselves to be their own patron
Through studying
JAN
With a magazine
Five
Unbelievable
Five
Must be a typo
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RUDOLF
Those tests aren’t good for you
You believe in them too blindly
They’re made for women
Who want to shorten
The minutes between the beauty salon
And the arrival of their lover
Not as an authoritative statement
About the whole theme park of selfrecognition
You take these tests too seriously
JAN
In matters of personality
Of character
Of identity
One cannot be too serious
These tests
Are the only mirror I have
You do have to know who you are
You absolutely must know
Who you are
Even if that knowledge hurts
Find out your inner age
RUDOLF
And
JAN
Five
My inner age
Five
RUDOLF
Yeah well what can I say
JAN
Now you
RUDOLF
No need
I know myself
Through and through
Well
Too well
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JAN
I don’t believe that
RUDOLF
Six feet one hundred and sixtyfive pounds
Blood group O working class genetically predisposed toward rheumatism
Nearsighted IQ above average stomach weak nerves strong
Robust smart ambitious free of illusions conscientious slight problem with one knee
Strongwilled unfeeling not a type for one night prefer to be abstinent
Than indiscriminate
I believe in forging my own luck Americanstyle what they colloquially call
Fighting spirit
Strategic
Better not to play Monopoly with me
JAN
My God how do you know all that
Where the hell did you get all that
Information
RUDOLF
I live with myself
JAN
Why are you dressed as a woman today
RUDOLF
Gender studies
JAN
Beautiful maiden allow me
To bring together buyer and seller for selling
Flows you might say through my veins
In lieu of blood and
RUDOLF
as woman
Courtship is a game that plays down the significance
Of sexuality therefore deception therefore mimicry and as such
Nonexistent
JAN
You there you yes you
Forgive me
For speaking to you like this
In the middle of the street and you
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No doubt have all sorts of important things
You need to get done and I’m only
Keeping you from them but
I’m so dazzled by your feminine aura
I thought perhaps a quick coffee
RUDOLF
as woman
To the extent that the feminine is conceived by the other it is
A social projection and as such
Nonexistent
JAN
You are so beautiful
RUDOLF
as woman
To the extent that beauty is an artificial dream it is
Always an ideal of perfection and as such
Nonexistent
JAN
Hey there hey yes hey
You are so animallike and I
Am also so animallike so
Maybe together we could be so
RUDOLF
as woman
Does that mean apelike
So I’m an ape
You’re saying to me
Ape
You’re calling me an ape you pig
Slaps him
JAN
What the
Are you crazy
RUDOLF
I’m simulating life just about perfectly
Takes off the wig
By the way
Your father was here
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JAN
Your simulation of life
Doesn’t reflect any kind of reality
As proven by my successes
Points to the bedroom door
RUDOLF
The victor wears a different face
What I see in you
Is the stupid luck of the old nag
Who every day gets her fodder shoved
In her mouth by the farmer
By the way
Your father was here
He sat in the livingroom
He drank 27 cups of coffee
Then he went away again
But not
Before he cursed you
That went on for quite a while
Because he was pretty wired
From all the caffeine
JAN
He knows where he can put it
I’ve pointed out to him a thousand times
That his dumb gross wealth
Is enough to last me for my entire life
The end of my dumb life coincides
With the end of the dumb gross wealth
So why work
RUDOLF
Rule one
Do not flout the rules
Established by capital that aims to multiply itself
JAN
I don’t want to multiply anything
Neither myself nor the capital
I want to waste both of them
In a senseless orgy
With no tomorrow
Tine comes out of the bedroom
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RUDOLF
Who’s this
JAN
Nina Cleaner Wiener
TINE
Tine
It was really nice
Thanks no coffee for me
Exit
RUDOLF
The tortoise left her shell behind
JAN
What an exit
There could have at least been
A black eye
For getting her name wrong
RUDOLF
If it’s a black eye you’re after
Hits him
JAN
Why are you always hitting me
RUDOLF
Because I hate you
JAN
Thanks
It’s not the same
Why didn’t she cry
Or lose an earring
So as to have a harmless excuse
For coming back
RUDOLF
She’s a businesswoman and did business
Why would she want anything more
I bet you signed something
I bet that to get that entertaining afternoon
You at least sold your soul
If you didn’t actually take your brain to the pawnshop
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Where they already have so many bits of you
JAN
Why does no one hate me
RUDOLF
I hate you
JAN
You don’t count
You don’t hate me personally
But as a representative
Of a social class
Which you in your studied stupidity think
Has it easier
I want real hatred
Directed wholly at me
I want to see
That I can make something happen
In a body or head
I’ll become a catholic
Then spit in the holy water
I’ll join the army
Then become a deserter
Exit
Enter Tine
TINE
Forgot my second skin
Puts the sandwich board over herself
An attractive cellphone contract perhaps
RUDOLF
No thanks
For happiness I require
Rather more
Effort
TINE
I guess not then
Exit
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5. MOTHER’S DAY

ELVIRA
Call the paramedics
ANNA
Come with me and help
ELVIRA
Paramedics
Paramedics
It’s an emergency
ANNA
Come and help me
Choose
ELVIRA
Paramedics
Quickly
It’s the supply of oxygen
To her brain
It’s stopped
Quickly
Do something
ANNA
Stop it and come on
ELVIRA
Do something
Quickly
Save her
From a coma
ANNA
Please
Can’t you for once
Put me
ELVIRA
Paramedics
What did I do wrong
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ANNA
Just once
Put me
ELVIRA
So did I do everything
Everything
Wrong
ANNA
Stop this crap
And come on
ELVIRA
Never
Never
Will I cross
The threshold
Of this jewelers
ANNA
If you don’t cross
The threshold
Of this jewelers right now
I will
Never
Never
Speak another word
To you
ELVIRA
My God child
How embarrassing
I can’t do it
ANNA
Mom please
ELVIRA
So conventional so conventional
How embarrassing
ANNA
I don’t know
Would something narrow in silver without anything
Be better or something wide in gold with
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Yes with something
Or is that too
Perhaps without anything but with a name engraved
Say something
ELVIRA
I can’t hear anything I’m deaf
Spontaneous deafness
It happens
It’s called loss of hearing due to
Shock
She wants to get engaged
My own daughter
That makes all my organs
Spontaneously cease functioning
ANNA
You’re mean
ELVIRA
The education I gave you
Completely invisible
I guess I must have
Missed the child altogether
And educated the wall
ANNA
What education are you referring to exactly
Maybe the one
I’ve been looking for traces of for years
With a magnifying glass
ELVIRA
Don’t be unjust
For me educating one’s child
Meant
Modeling good living
And I’ve lived well
ANNA
How about some of that
Understanding for everyone you’re always proclaiming
The burglars from the social hotspots
The serial killers with the bad childhoods
All of them receive your blessing
Just not me
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When I want to get engaged
ELVIRA
This is where the fooling around ends
ANNA
Oh leave me alone
I’m buying the rings
Not him
Doesn’t that make you happy
Now come on
ELVIRA
That boy
An aesthetic bankruptcy declaration
Does your taste have to register
Insolvency at 19
I hope
In a year you’ll trade him in
Along with the threepiece suite
Live
Get to know other people
Don’t take the first guy that comes along
Wearing a polo shirt
ANNA
Why do you hate Jamie so much
ELVIRA
He’s a baby face with no personality
An upperclass snotnose
Who’s never had to stand up to any kind of test
Neither in the light nor the dark
ANNA
Is he lacking the neurosis that would make him interesting
The attractive drug addiction
The erotic poverty
ELVIRA
He’s a blank page
Of American cleanliness
Raised in a sterile environment
It wouldn’t surprise me
If he fell over
At the first gentle breeze
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That ruffled his life
That hothouse flower
ANNA
Does everyone have to look like a Rolling Stone
By the time they leave high school
In order to exist in your eyes
He’s nice
He’s ambitious
And he smokes pot
ELVIRA
Oh sure he’s quite a guy
ANNA
What bothers you about him
He’s fine
ELVIRA
That’s what bothers me about him
No love is fine
A woman isn’t fine
When she’s in love
She’s all over the place
You’re not all over the place
And that’s not fine
ANNA
I don’t want someone
Who will make me feel all over the place
I want someone
Who will make everything in me clear
And put it all in its place
ELVIRA
Then I wish you a nice old age
In your nicely tidied self
But listen my love
Don’t expect me to play cleaner
If you get all covered in dust
Earlier than you want
ANNA
Come on
Please
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ELVIRA
I don’t like his mug
ANNA
Jamie doesn’t have a mug
He has a face
And it’s very very
ELVIRA
Now don’t go saying handsome
Or I’ll die laughing
ANNA
Mom
You’re such a bitch
ELVIRA
I’m protecting you from yourself
Because you’re still unformed
Just for once
Drop one of your internships
And instead go and lie down in a field
And watch the clouds
So that your little head gets purified
From the fungal growth of pragmatism
She wants to get engaged
And to make it worse with a guy with zero charisma
And an American to boot
I could scream
Day and night
ANNA
Life is already uncertain enough
You don’t know when you’ll die
In what city you’ll end up
Whether you’ll get sick
Who you’ll meet
What you’ll do for a living
Whether you’ll work at all
A bond like this is
The anchor that can save you
You pledge yourselves to each other
And that protects you from nasty surprises
ELVIRA
But also from good ones
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ANNA
I’m not so into risk
I’ve got a plan for the future
For which I need a partner
A comradeinarms
On whom I can rely
ELVIRA
Life has deliberately employed truffle pigs
To dig up the best plans
And then to take pleasure in thwarting them
It’s better not to make any in the first place
ANNA
I can’t go through the world
Like that
ELVIRA
It cost me quite a lot
To clear away the future for you
And not
So that you could crawl back into the cage
ANNA
Mom
Take your shoulder pads out
Love is not a cage
ELVIRA
There’s no way you can love
This joke of a guy
Grant yourself time
Don’t experiment with yourself
So hastily
Don’t rush into conformism
Why get engaged
You’re still young
Play around a bit
It builds character
ANNA
The limited company that is me
Cannot accept wasting that time
Otherwise it will suffer a shipwreck
I can under no circumstances
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Risk a defeat
In the private or the professional realms
I’m now going in there
Are you coming with me
ELVIRA
No
ANNA
Rabenmutter
Exit
ELVIRA
Rabentochter
Exit

6. INTERMEZZO 1

TINE
Let us draw up a list of those who keep lists beginning with
The beach hunk
Easily recognized from a distance by his walk
Can be found in the morning in the gym in the afternoon on a towel on the beach
At night in the disco you have to put up with sayings
You can make use of routine
Mostly physically in good shape after all you don’t always have to
Talk caution danger in summer in winter less harm if encountered
On skiruns he carries his list in his head memorizes it
Now and then by counting it out among kindred spirits
Then comes the social lion he blows his own cover by quoting Schopenhauer
You’ll come across him at dusk in the doorframes of apartment shares
Most cases consider themselves witty few of them are
But be warned about those ones they have it in them and when they let it out
You’re lost don’t ever root around
In their drawers you could stumble upon the list
That they keep in their neatest handwriting
So that they have something in their old age
That will keep them warm then comes
The beginner
You’ll find him in firstsemester seminar rooms or in high school
His skin is soft his abilities malleable but watch out
He grows into and beyond his role then it’s your turn
You can come across his list live it buzzes around him
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He calls sends letters comes to the party is in many places at once and so doesn’t need it
In writing then comes
The perverted uncle
Usually with long hair often old but oh boy
Widely known involved fascinated and never there when desired
Because he’s elsewhere watch out he’s mean and
When you’re weak and vulnerable he’ll read you his list
She who doesn’t defend herself
Gets the slideshow along with the sound recording the old box of photos
Until she’s lying on the floor
Please note
They love women
They love women like nobody else
They love women too much and too many at once
Please love them back
Respond to them with love where you find it
They have earned it

7. MAKE AN IMPRESSION ON FUTURE GENERATIONS

ANNA
With a suitcase
JAN
You er you
Where are you traveling to
ANNA
I’m not leaving I’m arriving
JAN
Was it nice
ANNA
It was efficient
JAN
Can you tell me something
About the place
ANNA
What do you care about Tokyo
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JAN
I care about every word
If it’s formed by your mouth
ANNA
Oh God a pervert
He’s talking about body parts
JAN
I find it extremely attractive
Your mouth
Am I not allowed to say so
ANNA
The person you wish to reach
Is temporarily unavailable
Please do not
Try your call again later
JAN
Fine
And how was it in Tokyo
ANNA
Listen you slacker
Don’t you have a dogbasket
JAN
Get to know me first
Before you curse me out
ANNA
I already know you
Your performance
Turns you inside out
I’m a professional signreader
In a matter of seconds I scan
The objects that cross my path
And evaluate them
JAN
If I’m a suitcase at the airport
What weapons have I got hidden inside me
ANNA
Geiger counter reading negative
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You’re not my type
Your Weltanschauung differs from mine
Exchanging any more words
Is a waste of time
JAN
I’ve hardly said a word
ANNA
Look at you
Look how you present yourself
JAN
I’m not presenting myself
I’m just standing here
ANNA
Exactly
That raw state gives away everything
Anyone like me would be ashamed
To present themselves to the world
In all their natural wildness
I’m not picking up any signals from your self
Because you haven’t devised one
That is not the sort of company
My self can do business with
On my screen you’re showing up as
Nothing
Puts out her hand
And besides I’m engaged
JAN
That’s fantastic
ANNA
You find that good
You’re not laughing at me
JAN
On the contrary
I worship you for it
And it makes the desire
I’ve been feeling for several minutes already
To walk with you
A short ways
Even stronger
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May I walk with you
A short ways
ANNA
What use will that be to me
Do you have something to give
Some valuable piece of information
JAN
Just a really short ways
To this door
Which just happens to be
The door to my apartment
ANNA
What use will it be to me
Will my self obtain through you
Some kind of opportunity for optimization
JAN
I don’t understand you
Can you repeat that
ANNA
What use will it be to me
Can you offer me something
That no one else could offer me
JAN
I don’t understand you
Can you repeat that
ANNA
What use will it be to me
Do you contain some rare material
That in my development of my self
Will provide me with advantages
Over the competition
JAN
I don’t understand you
Can you repeat that
ANNA
The question goes as follows
If I get together
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With you
To form an experienceteam on a limitedtime basis
Will the result be
Better
Worse
Or the same
JAN
Do you have to know that beforehand
I’m not a prophet
ANNA
Worse or the same
I can’t afford either of those
Experience as a value for its own sake
Has had its day
Today noone does anything any more
Without any hope of some advantage
I have to increase my input level
In the lovelife sector
My mother tells me
Because in the jungle warfare among selves trying to develop
That plus in experience
Yields a plus in capital
JAN
So I guess you never do something
Just like that
ANNA
What do you think I’m insane
JAN
May I walk with you now
ANNA
Convince me
Of the value of the time spent with you
JAN
An investment in me
Could express itself for you in the final balance
As figures in the black
Because
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ANNA
Because
JAN
Because subsequent competitors
Might well
Not have played so generously
On the keyboard of feelings as you
And not be capable
Of disguising this deficit
Through performance thus
Entering the contest
With one facet less and
Losing
Pause
ANNA
That could be
JAN
May I carry your bag
ANNA
If it does something for you
Both exit

8. INTERMEZZO 2

ELVIRA
Sitting in a café and acting
As if I had time
Sitting in a café and acting
As if I were reading a novel
Sitting in a café and acting
As if I found myself
As a result of age
As a result of temperament
As a result of experience
Beyond any involvement
Here
In this sidewalk café with the conservative tablecloths
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Where aging waitresses with looks showing they have no illusions
Serve pots of coffee and please
Keep in mind that
Only pots are available outside
Here there sit women who mirror me although
They are in fact substantially
They are in fact rather
They have in fact suffered a good deal
At the hands of time and/or of
Their husband and/or child and/or fate
As proven by how they’ve got themselves up and by their brows
A short break from shopping with bags at their feet
They seem to stare into the void or
Into themselves on the daily listings
In their organizerbrain aha aha aha
This she’s taken care of and this and this
This still to do
These motherartists marriagemagicians
Senior family managers but
They follow passersby with their eyes and
Hang their wishes on them like me or
Quickly as they turn their heads to order they evaluate
The single gentleman sitting in the corner
Like me and they see what I see and I see
Aging womanizers
In their minds past triumphs return
The brief flickering of bygone dangerousness
Twitching under the eyelid when
An attractive woman walks past and I see
Young guys sprawled about on the curb
Presenting their wellbuilt bodies to the sun
Like relics not yet capable
Of pacifying their apelike wriggling into the decent gestures
Of civilized people and I see heads of the family at the side of their clan
Looking for a few seconds
Full of desire from the cage of their plan for their life
At their own dreams of ten years ago
Before they once again become one with themselves and theirs
And I see boys
Who already have an inkling of something and wonder
As they allow themselves with defiant but weak resistance
To be dragged into ladies’ boutiques
By mothers or sisters
And I see
Middleaged aesthetes wandering all alone
Their heads full of centuries of lyric poetry
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Gazing into a distant future of love
Full of worship and intensification
And I see
Juvenile businessmen thinking of themselves as predators
Graceful silent ruthless
In love and work always ready to pounce
On prey of whatever kind
And we hoard all these images and stick them
Night after night
Into a mosaic according to our own design
If someone comes and speaks to us we laugh and go away
And live with the fact that he sees in us something dried up
Whose desire long ago boiled away
In housekeeping carpetcleaning childbearing shoptillyoudropping
If they knew
That none of them can come up to the level
Of our mosaic
We must sad to say decline
For we won’t allow ourselves to be fed
With things that are only half there
And so we sit in the café and read a novel
For appearances’ sake

9. PUPPET SHOW

JAN
Catholics
They only take catholics
Enter Rudolf
I tried to go to confession
In the church of the Holy Cross
RUDOLF
You’re not catholic
JAN
So what
The priest was useless anyway
I served him up
The most terrible sins
Go to
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www dot confession dot de
He said and
No time
Have to dust the crucifix
Well really
RUDOLF
He probably realized
That you only came to provoke
In order to wound his religious feelings
JAN
That’s not true
I was hoping for depictions of hell
Which he withheld from me
And meanwhile I’m so burdened with sin
RUDOLF
Hell only makes some sense
If you believe in it
JAN
I want to believe in it
RUDOLF
Tough
That’s not enough
You can’t just will your way
Back into medieval darkness
JAN
I want to feel terrible
I want someone
Who’ll list my sins to me
And impose penance on me
RUDOLF
www dot confession dot de
JAN
OK fine
Exit
RUDOLF
My father was so poor
That he couldn’t even afford a coffin
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He made one for himself
Out of cardboard
Out back
In the garage
Which hasn’t been home to a car in ages
The delivery van
That had nothing left to deliver
Fell apart
Long ago
For me
There were never any stylish shoes or
Permission to spread on as much as I liked
If a grownup spoke it was to say shut it
But still
I’m somehow relieved
That that cloudburst of freedom
Didn’t empty itself out over my head
Jan comes
RUDOLF
So
JAN
Out of 62 commandments
I’ve broken 59
RUDOLF
Satisfied
JAN
No
The punishments are pathetic
Pray pray pray
How’s that going to restrain anyone
RUDOLF
I find it rather difficult
To comprehend you
But I’m trying as hard as I can
Not out of sympathy but out of interest
Just out of a general interest in the human constitution
Anna comes from the bedroom
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RUDOLF
Who’s this
ANNA
Anna but
I’ll tell you right away
The investment of brain function
You’ll have to make
In order to remember my name
Isn’t worth it
Since you’ll never see me again anyway
And I’m not asking you your name
For the reasons I just outlined
RUDOLF
Ladies become more and more charming
ANNA
I don’t have the feeling
That I’m somehow richer now
I’m just tired and full of worry
That I might miss my flight
Screwing around as a way to broaden your horizons
Stupid and pointless
See you later
Was nice
RUDOLF
Nice words after the act
Are required of you
JAN
Don’t you want to force your number on me
So that I can never call you
ANNA
Games like that aren’t my thing
Sorry
Plane to catch
Exit
JAN
Nice
Nice
Nice is the death sentence
For any lover
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RUDOLF
If only I had your problems
JAN
I did with her just about everything
You can do with a body
Her fiancé didn’t throw down a gauntlet
RUDOLF
Chin up
Maybe there’ll be an epilogue
Bands of thugs outside the door
Threatening phone calls
JAN
Could have at least
Fallen in love with me
And suffered a bit
Over me
RUDOLF
That woman doesn’t leave anything up to chance
Her biography was laid out on a drawingboard
You don’t appear in it
You don’t lead to anything
JAN
I could be a meaningless
Beautiful ornament
RUDOLF
That would certainly
Be your best role
Unfortunately at the moment the demand
For ornaments is low
JAN
Test your social skills
RUDOLF
And
JAN
In social skills you are
Totally without skill
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RUDOLF
Chin up
It’s only a test
JAN
I don’t know what to do with myself
RUDOLF
A little show
To distract you from your worries
JAN
What’s it called
RUDOLF
Don Juan At The Employment Office
Performs
RUDOLF / PUPPET 1
I’m unemployed
RUDOLF / PUPPET 2
What is your profession
RUDOLF / PUPPET 1
Seducer
RUDOLF / PUPPET 2
That’s not a profession
RUDOLF / PUPPET 1
Ah
No
So what is that then
A profession
RUDOLF / PUPPET 2
A skill one has learned
Through which one earns one’s living
RUDOLF / PUPPET 1
Ah
Well
I’ve always done
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Perfectly well with it
RUDOLF / PUPPET 2
And now
It’s not working any longer
RUDOLF / PUPPET 1
No
RUDOLF / PUPPET 2
Would you like to opt for retraining
Please enter your information
In the personalityprofilegenerator
Hm
Rattrattratt
Okay
Our suggestions would be
Porn star
Gigolo
Ad copy writer
So
RUDOLF / PUPPET 1
Dunno
RUDOLF / PUPPET 2
Write to a counselor
RUDOLF / PUPPET 1
Dunno
JAN
Such a stupid play
RUDOLF
Okay fine
Alright so
Don Juan And Honor
RUDOLF / PUPPET 2
My wife
I love her
There’s just one thing she’d like
For her 40th birthday
A night with you
I really can’t refuse
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That to my wife
Whom I love
So
Will you come
RUDOLF / PUPPET 1
That’s too easy
JAN
Boo
Boo
Boo
RUDOLF
Don Juan And The Parents
RUDOLF / PUPPET 1
He got it from you
RUDOLF / PUPPET 2
He got it from you
JAN
Shit
Shit
Shit
RUDOLF
Don Juan In The Sex Shop
JAN
Boo
RUDOLF / PUPPET 2
We’d like to print
Your face on the bottle
Of this Spanish lovepotion
RUDOLF / PUPPET 1
I think that’s stupid
JAN
Boo
RUDOLF
Can’t make you happy with anything
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JAN
I want to build myself an igloo
So I can live in it
And you have to stand outside
And keep a lookout
RUDOLF
It’s summer
JAN
Make me some snow
RUDOLF
Am I God
JAN
I’m going to buy myself a dagger
Then I’ll come back
And kill you
Exit
RUDOLF
Even if I was God
You
Especially you
Wouldn’t get any snow from me
Not a single tiny flake

10. FEMINISM IN PRACTICE

TINE
in sandwich board
Might I interest you in an attractive cellphone contract
A woman like you
Needs to be carrying a model
That puts all the others in the shade
Both in design and in price
ELVIRA
No thank you
But that’s a crappy job
You’ve taken
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On your shoulders
TINE
Thanks I’m fine
You shouldn’t start talking to me like that
Just because I’m so cute
And have a crappy job
ELVIRA
I do apologize but
Isn’t that harming your studies
TINE
What studies
Do you think I’m stupid enough to sit on my ass for four years
For a taxi license
But I don’t mind how you talk to me
I’m more the sort it’s easy to get along with
ELVIRA
What a dark vision of your future
You can’t just stand here playing a billboard
Until you hit your midlife crisis
TINE
Don’t you have something to do
On this lovely sunny day
Do you have to traipse around here
And play coach
ELVIRA
I’m just
Spending my lunch break
Showing a little sympathy
TINE
Are you one of those 1980s dinosaurs
Who want to show solidarity with everyone
I’ll tell you something
I like standing here
ELVIRA
But for how much longer
And afterward
There’ll you’ll be in full bloom without any skills
And you’ll get trampled into the ground
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A profession my dear
Protects against the worst contingencies
TINE
Some guy will come along
And I’ll live off him
ELVIRA
What a way to surrender yourself
TINE
You with your calluses
On your elbows
Don’t need to tell me
When who surrenders their self
Sitting around getting fat in the boss’ chair
Is not everyone’s thing
Way too much responsibility
It tires you out dries you out empties you out
ELVIRA
It’s not easy
But you do get something
For your trouble
You get independence
TINE
You know what
I’m committed to dependence
Financial
Emotional
Dependence
Really great
It means you can relax
Whereas you
Always stress in heels
Always head high always posture
Breathe out stomach in and
Smile smile smile
ELVIRA
Can you type
TINE
Sure
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ELVIRA
Do you know how to use computers
TINE
Sure
ELVIRA
I need another secretary
TINE
No thank you
I’m fine here with my sign
Here I can feel really enslaved
And exploited
Three and a half Euros an hour
That has to be the nicest exploitation
Besides being goodlooking
Was a requirement for the job
That has to be the most appealing discrimination
I’m just wondering for whom
The pretty ones
Or the ugly ones
ELVIRA
You have to stand up
To the conditions
TINE
You don’t have to
You can also simply breathe deeply
And say
Conditions
You know what you can do
Result
Fewer wrinkles on your forehead
But who am I saying this to
No offence but
You have to move on now
You’re blocking my business street
ELVIRA
What a depressing conversation
I urgently need a piece of chocolate
To bring my endorphin balance back up
To the optimum level
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Exit
11. THE CHILDREN OF TODAY

RUDOLF
Good flight
FRANZ
Flying like breathing
Nothing to it
RUDOLF
He’s not here
Here’s your coffee
FRANZ
Thanks
RUDOLF
Hope
Violence
Resignation
FRANZ
I won’t give up
I can’t compel
All that leaves is dumb hope
RUDOLF
Hoping isn’t dumb
Only blind
May I be your seeingeye dog
May I give hope a bit of advice
Makes an offwiththehead gesture
FRANZ
If you drive my hope to suicide
I’ll declare the conversation over
RUDOLF
Leave the room
Leave the room slamming the door on your way out
Carry on standing around looking stupid
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FRANZ
If it weren’t for you one would have no idea
What options were available
Thanks I’m going to go with
As you put it standing around
Looking stupid
RUDOLF
More coffee
FRANZ
Thank you
My time’s running out
When the doctors see me
They nod their heads in this serious way
While they use words like hope
Their manner as they do so
Resembles yours
Given those circumstances one thing that’s
Important to me
Is a conversation with him
I have to illuminate him
About my condition
I have to sort out the inheritance
As long as my heart is still playing along
RUDOLF
More coffee
FRANZ
Thank you
I’m going to stay and disguise myself
‘Cause my patience is at an end
Puts a fern on his head
Have you ever thought
About death
Back then
When it still seemed a long way off
I found it an easy thing
To recognize the void
Of rotting away as the end
I considered any thought of a life hereafter
The resort of cowards
Away from the substance of the present
Into a madeup cloud of consolation
The immortal soul
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Just one more compromise postmortem
In the lifelong chain of compromises
Now with age my perspective
Has also changed and my notion of an absolute exit
Gives me the creeps so much
That I’m ready
To take the flawless rope ladder to common sense
That I’ve woven together through long nights in conversation with friends
And through solitary brooding
And cut it and to throw myself into the arms of vapid faith
Which will leave me after my demise with the one remaining part
Which cannot be grasped
Jan comes
RUDOLF
Your father
JAN
You have to be drafted
They only take you if you’ve been drafted
I tried to sign up
With the army
RUDOLF
You haven’t been drafted
JAN
They were useless anyway
At the recruiting office
They said I’m too old
And too nearsighted
Pause
Come on
We’re going to invade MecklenburgVorpommern
RUDOLF
What for
JAN
To win fame
RUDOLF
The modern soldier wins fame
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In battle against recession
Leading his steed by the name of business
Through the fog with a firm hand
JAN
Was my father here
You sound as if you’ve been infiltrated
RUDOLF
You can’t keep insisting on staying
Out of business
The old guy is really concerned
Be nice to him and carry on
What your grandpa started
JAN
They scraped it together
And I’ll spend it
They’re leaving me a treasure chest
Whose bottom will come into view
When my end is reached
I have no need
To leave money behind and in any case to whom
Some strangers who
Crawl out of some wombs
Belonging to faces
I forgot long ago
RUDOLF
In the present day
That’s a really stupid attitude
JAN
Strange individual
In whose footsteps the whole world forces me to follow
Talks like the network news
Lives like he’s in an ad for a savings and loan
Thinks like a paperback
Does business as if from Duckburg
RUDOLF
By the way
Your father
JAN
It’s wonderful how
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So many contradictory things
Come together in him without conflict
In peaceful coexistence
RUDOLF
He’s
By the way
JAN
Him and his friends with their holy red wine
They peek out of their Tuscan villas with their sheep’s faces
And take themselves for wolves
RUDOLF
By the way
He’s here
JAN
Where
RUDOLF
Underneath the plant
FRANZ
Son
JAN
Get lost
FRANZ
Talk to me
We have to move to Switzerland
To avoid the inheritance tax
We have to introduce you to all sorts of people
We have to work you in
We have to retrain you
We have to dress you up
JAN
Where does the sudden hurry come from
And this sudden we have to
Did I used to have to do anything
FRANZ
It’s just a verb
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JAN
Go away
RUDOLF
Please keep in mind
He often gets like this
It passes
FRANZ
The day has come
When you too
Have to lend a hand
JAN
How can I
I’m really weak
Can’t you see that
I’m really weak
Here
Points to his head
Here
Points to his arms
And here
Oh God I’m so weak
I can hardly stand up any longer
Oh how weak I am
Mimes fainting
Rudolf catches him
RUDOLF
There you see
He can’t any longer
JAN
He can’t any longer
FRANZ
What tired you out so much
What wore you out so much
You’re still all fresh
Full of youthful vitality
JAN
What do you mean youthful
We’re 35
Old
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Tired
Men
FRANZ
But the possibilities
The ways the means the freedom
The
Yes
I say it with envy and enthusiasm
Opportunities for selfdevelopment
JAN
We have no idea which way to go
We know nothing whatsoever
The more we read
The more we learn
The more we experience
The less we know
In other words we know nothing at all
FRANZ
Rudolf I beg of you
You are an intelligent young man
Come on say something
Exercise your authority
RUDOLF
I’m sorry
I can be bought
From head to toe
With skin and hair
Even my opinion can be bought
Your son bought it
With your money
I am as it were in the public sphere
Always of the same opinion as him
It’s true that sometimes
I give him a piece of my mind
But only when it’s just the two of us
JAN
Once
Someone
Said to me
You
You can’t forgive God
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For having screwed up Creation
Could that be a motive
FRANZ
Since when are you religious
RUDOLF
Please keep in mind
He often gets like this
It passes
If you look carefully
It’s like an apple
Which though it’s turning its rotten side toward the stem
Nevertheless isn’t far away from it
Idealism is hereditary
That’s why I’m so free of it
JAN
To Rudolf
How come you’ve never rescued me
How come you’ve never torn me away from death
By say carrying me out of a burning house
Putting yourself in front of me during a hail of bullets
Building me a drug treatment clinic
Or donating your kidneys
Then we could talk about friendship
RUDOLF
I may temporarily be servile because I have no choice
But I’m not out of my mind
JAN
It’s always just about the money
Oh God how petty
RUDOLF
It’s always the wealthy
Who complain
That it’s always about the money
FRANZ
What we have here is the problematization
Of the lack of a problem
I’m stuck in the middle
Of an effort to create a problem
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JAN
How can anyone have gone to the dogs as much
As you have
He turns the picture around. It shows Franz as a hippie.
This guy
Wouldn’t have even shaken hands
With this guy
FRANZ
Forgive me for having changed
Would you like to see a photo of you
From ten years ago
I’m not confronting you with yourself
In an early stage
You’re not playing fair
JAN
But in that early stage I sat there peacefully
Completely given over to myself in harmless autism
Whereas you fancied yourself a trendsetter
And doctored around on others
FRANZ
Every time I come up with an innovation
You hit me over the head with it
The whole time you’re acting wounded
Just because people were nice to you
During your childhood and left you alone
Get involved play your part
It would be best if you could start right away
With our little family firm
JAN
This belief
That not working makes you sick
It’s ludicrous
Why hoist the flag of action
There’s hardly any work in any case
So why should someone like me
Tire myself out with tiring activity
That will make my short life shorter still
I want a bed made of gold
I want curtains made of China silk
I want chandeliers made of crystal
I want
Genuine white oxen
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Grazing outside my window
FRANZ
What shall I do
I stand here powerless
Before my own product
While it boils over uncontrollably
Like overheated milk
JAN
I don’t ever want to work
I only want friends
Who never work
So that they have enough time
For thinking
And so that conversation with them
Is more interesting
I don’t want to hear tedious stories
About tedious workdays
Never anything but tedious reports
I want friends
Who are rich enough
To afford a wet nurse
So that they don’t always
Drag their children with them to my place
And don’t always talk about nothing but kids
Tedious accounts
Of tedious days
And tedious children
I mean really do they think
That gives anyone pleasure
I want friends
Who are better dressed
Who spent
At least three hours
In their dressingroom
Which of course they have
Before they visit me
I want friends
Who waste days
What am I saying weeks
What am I saying months
Seducing a woman
And then give me
A detailed report
And no friends
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Who look in the personals
Friends
Who look in the personals
You just have to imagine
What I suffer
RUDOLF
Please keep in mind
He often gets like this
It passes
FRANZ
So what exactly do you want
JAN
I want perfect friends
FRANZ
Perfect
That doesn’t exist
JAN
Why
Why
Why not
RUDOLF
They say
He can’t forgive God
For having screwed up Creation
FRANZ
Bullshit
RUDOLF
I thought that
You as a revolutionary
Would speak in different terms
JAN
I want a lover
Who’ll speak formally to me
FRANZ
Oh you know
There was a time
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JAN
I want a horse
RUDOLF
In a Christian context
It would be heresy
To talk of Creation having been screwed up
Though if that doesn’t apply then all we have
Is a simple pose of cultural pessimism
FRANZ
In any case the pose seems to me to
Outstrip the natural attitude
As if all that was left was the wrapping
JAN
I want 23 Indian women
Of 23 different ages
Who can do 23 different tricks
RUDOLF
Better to be only wrapping
Than to be confronted with the horror
Of one’s own lack of self
JAN
I want a flock of flamingoes
FRANZ
You’re probably right there
When one’s selfimage dissolves
It’s a troubling alarm signal
As if a secret devil
Had dipped all the mirrors in hydrochloric acid
JAN
I want a hall of marble
RUDOLF
But still this issue seems to me like
The luxury cruiseship
On which a wornout elite
Dance their last steps
Look at me
I’ve not been afraid to use the mirror
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And yet still I suffer
JAN
I want a space ship
For my trips to the moon
FRANZ
You came onto the floor with
An imaginary wooden leg
That only you can see
Free yourself from this fata morgana
RUDOLF
All my bad behavior
Results from my bad upbringing
JAN
I want a saffron plantation
FRANZ
Don’t say bad
Say poor
JAN
I want an absolute love
That does not shun death
RUDOLF
He wants an absolute love
That does not shun death
FRANZ
That surprises me
RUDOLF
I’m surprised by it now too
FRANZ
Who is this stranger
This unpredictable person
RUDOLF
That’s Jan
Your son
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FRANZ
So that’s my son
RUDOLF
I know him really well
I’m very good at guessing what’s going on with him
But there always remains in him
An unpredictable blank spot
That scares me
JAN
An era
Which acts as if
It offers everything
But in reality
Offers nothing at all
What can I do with this shit
Freedom
Is the most overrated good
Stupid human rights
Idiotic right of assembly
Thickskulled legalized drugs
Dimwitted right to vote
Assfucking therapy centers
For child abusers
Since they did away with the guillotine
It’s been downhill all the way
FRANZ
He certainly didn’t
Take up my political views
RUDOLF
Those aren’t views
They’re cries for help
From an existence that is dissolving
FRANZ
Oh really
Well that makes me feel better
JAN
The coarsening of the country’s youth
Can no longer be treated with therapy
What kind of era is it
That sends its worst murderers
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To Siberia accompanied by social workers
Where it puts them on horseback
I demand show trials on Sundays
Let the family of the victim
Throw the first stone
FRANZ
Well that’s certainly something one could talk about
JAN
The only way to save our culture
Is the death penalty
FRANZ
Is he saying this
Against me
Or is he saying it
Because he always says it
RUDOLF
He says a lot
But he’s harmless
He couldn’t even execute
A cockroach
JAN
I heard that and you should know
You’re wrong
FRANZ
Is he in a state now
Where one could ask him for something
RUDOLF
Try it
JAN
Why is it that
When they rank us by subjective feeling of happiness
We come number 23
And number 1
Is Bangladesh
FRANZ
Don’t shout like that
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RUDOLF
He often shouts
It’ll pass
JAN
Bangladesh
Can you imagine
Bangladesh
FRANZ
Son
There’s going to be a reception
At an old friend’s place
Donna Elvira
A few important people are coming
I thought
When you’ve got a taste of the professional world
Maybe you’ll get hooked
JAN
Every wall of posters
In this country
Promises me
That I can have
And be anything
FRANZ
Will you come
RUDOLF
He didn’t hear you
FRANZ
Son
The reception
At Donna Elvira’s
My old girlfriend
JAN
Is she goodlooking
RUDOLF
He’s asking
If she’s goodlooking
Just say yes
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FRANZ
I’ll just say yes
RUDOLF
He says yes
JAN
He says yes
I say yes
RUDOLF
He says yes

12. FATHER’S DAY 2

On the street. Tine in sandwich board.
TINE
I’ve seen your face before
FRANZ
Oh
TINE
In a younger version
FRANZ
Oh
TINE
Soon your face
Will be around again
FRANZ
Oh
TINE
In a much younger version
FRANZ
Oh
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TINE
It’ll take quite a bit
To make that face
Get older
FRANZ
Oh
TINE
Nutrition experience
And stuff like that
It costs money
You could have
A family discussion about it
Exit
Jan comes
FRANZ
Son
Something’s coming your way
JAN
What’s coming
FRANZ
A son
Or a daughter
JAN
Have there been death threats
Because of insults to family honor
FRANZ
No
Just demands for money
And I already know
Who must settle them
JAN
That’s too funny
Nobody wants to murder me
FRANZ
It seems to me
That you and the time
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In which you live
Have a bit of a problem with your relationship
JAN
Father
Help me
I’m dissolving
FRANZ
I have a perfectly clear image of you
JAN
Am I an asshole father
FRANZ
There’s not quite enough to you
To be a genuine asshole
An asshole is a strong negative character
But you’re just one of those disagreeable types
One comes across
And also to be an asshole
You need to have greatness
JAN
You acquire greatness by struggling against boundaries
By overcoming barriers
That are hanging up above like
Fruit used to in paradise
Today everything’s the other way around
The fruit lies rotting in your lap while
The barriers are hanging a long way away in the sky
FRANZ
I’m gradually starting to worry
JAN
A long way away yet within reach
If I stretch
So I’ll stretch
FRANZ
What are you doing here
JAN
I’m going shopping
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FRANZ
What are you going to buy
JAN
Rat poison
FRANZ
Do you have rats in your house
JAN
No
But in case any came
Exit
FRANZ
How prudent

13. INTERMEZZO 3

ANNA
The older woman loves the young man because he gives himself up to her strangleholdlike care
Without protest
Out of nostalgic memories of the feeling in the womb
And what’s more he dashes into the future with such agreeable freshness
The young woman loves the older man who shows her how things work
Has so much to tell and pays for dinner
The smart woman loves the handsome man so she can also feel
Like a brothel customer for once the attractive woman the smart man
Because she knows he’s the classic everyone likes to see and if he’s
Ugly into the bargain then beauty has her beast and feels sublime
And more beautiful still
The academic woman loves the proletarian man on account of his dumb sensuality
Which doesn’t get diverted through his head as it does with people like her
Whereas the proletarian woman seldom loves the academic man because of his
Skill in bed but usually because of his elegant shoes or worldliness
The blond woman loves the brownhaired man whose hair color is made to look
Bold next to hers the brunette the blond man in hopes
Of rare blond daughters whose hair will flow in the wind
The fat one in the winter the thin one in the summer
The little one in the spring the big one in the fall
And in between times sitting by the stove
And dreaming of the absolute
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14. CHAMPAGNE RECEPTION

ELVIRA
Ah Tenorio
And son
FRANZ
This isn’t my son
My son’s lying there in the back under the counter
This is his friend
He comes from the country
He’s studied
Sociology
Politics
RUDOLF
Delighted
They had the goodness
To bring me along
FRANZ
Business
And law
ELVIRA
Keeping her distance
Delighted
To Franz
He smells of fish
RUDOLF
My compliments
Very pleasant surroundings
Pretty lamps
Fine glassware
Here one senses that intellect
And taste reign
ELVIRA
Doesn’t he want to come over here for a bit
Your son
FRANZ
He’s like a child
You mustn’t pay any attention to him
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Then he’ll come of his own accord
ELVIRA
He’s chewing the anemones
FRANZ
Just ignore him
ELVIRA
I’m so eager to get to know him
RUDOLF
He won’t forgive God for having screwed up Creation
ELVIRA
How witty
I wish
I had a son too
I only have a daughter
Unfortunately
She’s such a conformist
Right now she’s in America
Furthering her education
The little toad
Her boyfriend is a real bore
I should have had an abortion
Oh well
So what’s it like out there
In the country
RUDOLF
Too flat
So I came to the city
To make my fortune
ELVIRA
Ah yes fortune
FRANZ
So how’s it going
Dearest
ELVIRA
Please don’t ask
We’re in bad shape
The year was lousy to begin with
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And has been lousy ever since
Prognosis for the end of the year
Lousy
RUDOLF
Classic burnout syndrome
I saw it coming
ELVIRA
Thank you Mr. Smartass
RUDOLF
I follow the ups and downs
Of your company quite carefully
It got taken over
With takeovers
You were too greedy and ate up too widely
Result
Too great a distance
From the basic product
Loss of identity looms
Your firm
Is losing character
Its self is getting blurry
It needs to see a shrink
FRANZ
He could be right about that
You’ve swallowed too much
The customer is confused
ELVIRA
Too late
We’d need someone clever
An ambitious young person
Who’d get things back on the rails
Give us a consultation
Help us back on to our feet
RUDOLF
You shouldn’t have any trouble
Finding someone like that
These days
ELVIRA
That’s what you think
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Today’s youth either has no bite
Or no knowledge
Point the right one in my direction
And I’ll kiss your feet
RUDOLF
There are enough of them
Look around
ELVIRA
I’m looking
I’ve been looking for months
Like a madwoman
Nothing
RUDOLF
There has to be someone out there
Who is carrying around a cleanup plan
Perfectly tailored to your business
ELVIRA
Who has it
RUDOLF
As a first step
He’d have to divide the power
Strengthen the board of directors
And fill it with clever people
ELVIRA
Who can do that
RUDOLF
He’d have to cancel
Most
Of the takeovers
In order to give the firm
Its profile back
ELVIRA
Who wants to do that
RUDOLF
He’d have to
Raise the climate within the company
To the right level
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Competition yes
But always identification with the product
So that the good people
Don’t wander off to the competitors
ELVIRA
You say all that
It doesn’t happen on its own
FRANZ
The boy has an MBA
And finished top of his class
ELVIRA
Well I can only congratulate you
That must make your father
Proud
RUDOLF
He’d be prouder still
If I found work to match it
ELVIRA
I see no reason you should be concerned about that
Franz
Here comes your son
JAN
The caterer
Delighted to be of service
Made the task of getting her into the broom closet
Not complicated at all
I want a gin and tonic
I’m so depressed
ELVIRA
I’m Elvira
And I’ve known your father
For a very very long time
And very very well
JAN
I’m sorry to hear that
Begins to cry
I’m sorry
But
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You’re so terribly dressed
RUDOLF
We should have left him at home
FRANZ
Behave yourself now can’t you
ELVIRA
It’s fine
JAN
Such pain
Seeing a beautiful woman
In an ugly dress
No
Don’t say anything
ELVIRA
So witty your boy
FRANZ
At his age
I was already responsible
For 57 employees
JAN
Well I hope you didn’t have
Your batic skirt on any more
To Elvira
You didn’t with him did you
Because if so I can’t
With women discarded by the old guy
I’m impotent
FRANZ
Elvira is on the board
Of Germany’s second largest company
Please treat her with a little more respect
ELVIRA
So witty
No leave him
JAN
That’s supposed to mean
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That if she was a whore by the docks
I could pour salad down the front of her dress
We’re all equal before God
ELVIRA
Your son is religious
How peculiar
RUDOLF
Oh come on
He’s been a catholic since this morning
Yesterday he was in a fraternity
And tomorrow he might have joined the army
He likes to use big terms
Inside that inflated cloak
There’s nothing but a zero with a dunce’s cap on
FRANZ
Now you’re really becoming too impudent
JAN
Calling me a zero in public
This proletarian
ELVIRA
Impudent and he stinks of fish
And doesn’t even have an invitation
JAN
I’m the opposite of a zero
FRANZ
My son pulled him out of the gutter
He puts up with him you might say
We thought we were doing him a good turn
We thought we were giving him a chance
By introducing him here
But such impudence
Please go now
RUDOLF
But I haven’t said a thing
But I haven’t done a thing
Just a harmless joke
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ELVIRA
I know these social climbers
From bad homes
Crafty malicious no manners
Nothing but avarice
Nothing but resentment
FRANZ
Fawn their way into high society
RUDOLF
Did I do something
ELVIRA
These creeps
Taking our children’s
Money right out of their pockets
FRANZ
Making a grab for some little job
So as to play the nouveau riche
In the big car
JAN
Yes
Exactly
Jerk
RUDOLF
But I haven’t done anything
FRANZ
Just recently he had the audacity
To hold me
Responsible
For his situation
Really how can one stand it
ELVIRA
If I were you I’d get rid of this one as quickly as you can Jan
This parasite
FRANZ
He’s so arrogant waving his diplomas around
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ELVIRA
How desperately he tries
To hide the real reason
He’s here
RUDOLF
But what have I done
FRANZ
How hard he’s trying
Not to hold his champagne glass the wrong way
ELVIRA
How carefully he’s weighing
Every word he says
So as not to say anything inappropriate
JAN
Exactly
Jerk
ELVIRA
How he’s begging me with his look
Give me a job
As if I would employ someone
Who smells so strongly of fish
RUDOLF
I haven’t done anything
What have I done to you
I haven’t done anything to you
FRANZ
Ha ha ha you fell for it
ELVIRA
Ha ha ha you fell for it
JAN
Don’t be so sensitive
ELVIRA
No sense of humor at all
Your little friend from the country
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FRANZ
How come you’re so psychically labile
ELVIRA
You really should relax
FRANZ
Sure is tense
The guy
ELVIRA
Always stay relaxed young man
Always relaxed
This is a party
FRANZ
I don’t know who can understand these young people
Either they’re eaten up by ambition
And flattened out by their aspirations
Or they let themselves just hang around
ELVIRA
They’re lacking any vision
It was different with us in our day
FRANZ
No comparison
No comparison
JAN
Hey you Fatherwithonefootinthegrave
Guess what I’ve figured out what this is all about
A delicate dictatorship
Champagne tasty morsels women
With the ultimate goal of thirteenhour days for the
Pitiable son
I’m supposed to be introduced here
And presented as your successor
Grow into my task
Bear responsibility
Negotiate with partners
I don’t understand
Why would a corpse be interested in
The company it used to run
Do you understand that Rudolf
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RUDOLF
Methinks
In this case the safest thing for me
Is to not say yes and not say no
JAN
Belches
ELVIRA
So witty
The boy
FRANZ
The boy is nearly forty
JAN
I demand
The abolition of childhood
RUDOLF
Could we conduct a conversation that stays on the topic
ELVIRA
He wants to have a conversation
How conventional
JAN
Was she also a puddingthrowing terrorist
FRANZ
I wasn’t a puddingthrowing terrorist
JAN
Shame
When I thought of you I always thought
My father
The famous puddingterrorist
Now I have to think something else
What should I think now
ELVIRA
What exactly is his problem anyway
Your son
He definitely has a problem
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JAN
To Rudolf
Come on
We’re going
FRANZ
The evening has only just begun
JAN
Father
I’m a crime
And you committed the crime that I am
Franz clutches himself around the heart and falls down dead.
Silence.
ELVIRA
Paramedics
Quickly
RUDOLF
He doesn’t need a doctor
He needs a coffin
JAN
So I guess it was the heart
And not the liver
ELVIRA
How can you two be so cruel
JAN
What do you expect
We were botched
ELVIRA
Franz
Franz
No pulse
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15. FUNERAL ORATION IN FRONT OF FATHER’S PICTURE

The picture is decorated with a black ribbon.
JAN
I smeared shit on the wall
And you didn’t say a thing
I threw apple sauce on your shirt
And you didn’t say a thing
I pulled your dick
Spat in your hair pissed in your beer
And you didn’t say a thing
And the others who were also called parents
Who didn’t like to be called that but rather
Suse and Willi and Knuti and Bolle
Didn’t say a thing
When the children of Suse and Willi and Knuti and Bolle
Did exactly the same
No
You gloated over us
And every time we called you dickhead
Your eyes took on the moist shine of memories
Of yourselves at our age
How you had to wash out your mouths with soap
For the most harmless thing
In December there’s a Christmas tree
Whose candles fascinate us
Whose branches we like simply because they’re branches
But somehow they put you
Poor victims of an encrusted wartime generation
In an aggressive mood
You see something through the branches in the branches
That we can’t see
Something evil threatening something that must be defeated
So get rid of it
The big destructionparty
Ordered from above that’s to say by those who tower over us
Delights the children in all of you
And appalls the grownups in us but
Everyone has fun nonetheless
There’s a nice forestfire smell
We’re covered in beeswax and we’re happy
Because you’re happy which we can tell from your shouts
Yes well
After some time you get the idea
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That it would be better if you didn’t change the world after all er um
You suddenly realize that there’s this pensioner sitting
Back home in the Black Forest
With an advertising agency he’d gladly have
Torn out from under his ass by his own creation i.e. you
After the
Yes let’s come out and say it we admit it
Failed
Experiment you quickly go back to the nest and into the firm
The only leftover from the revolution a bit
Of wilted free love laurel wreath in your hair
That you wore right to the end with absurd pride
You verbal armageddon
So he’s there waiting
Grandpa’s been waiting
Ever since his son went off into the world to make it nicer
Through courageous speeches and also by throwing the odd stone
And doesn’t even really look so recognizable
On the outside and yes we almost fear
On the inside too
Can’t show him off any more the kid
He really is an absolute fright
Has to let off steam for a while but he comes back
Once he realizes that you can eat money and that the only thing you can eat is money
And Grandpa waits
And waits
One year two three
In the fourth year
As Grandpa is looking out of the window frozen up with ice crystals
He spies a figure in the distance hurray
The lost son is coming back
Well yes he needs to get in the tub and to the barber’s
But it will come back
Under all the dirt and the wild mass of hair
There is still a familiar old product of his own making
That Grandpa just has to dig out
But oh what do I see
He’s carrying something in his arms
Something smeared with snot
Then it suddenly becomes clear to Grandpa that he’s a Grandpa
And in spite of how moved he is even he notices that something’s missing
A man isn’t a ciliate
A man can’t divide himself and divide and grow and become more
And grow new branches
There’s something missing
Something with breasts
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But nothing more is coming
A grandchild yippee
The joy doesn’t last long
It’s not a sweet little thing
It’s
A monster that’s what it is
Grandma come quickly the little one
Oh God Hilde look
Nonetheless
The childrearing plan comes into effect
He’s forgiven with the shaking of heads
Until then the tree catches fire
That does it
Hilde
He’s burnt down the tree
The kid’s disturbed
I’m small but
I know
What you do with a pine tree
When you come across one
I’m small but
I remember
The previous year
They did the same thing then
Why not the same funny fire a year later too
At Grandpa and Grandma’s they’re shouting too like you did then
Not for joy mind you the difference
Isn’t something you notice right away screaming is screaming
In the end what makes you notice it is the consistency
With which they’re looking
Looking at me without anything loving in their eyes
But more like just skepticism
The look of the visitor to the zoo in front of the wolves’ enclosure
But now I’m totally confused sixyearold that I am
But now I’m totally confused thirtyfiveyearold that I am
Ich muß sagen
Ich bin confused
Und zis confusion remains ze main condition
Für the rest of my life
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16. MASS EMAIL

RUDOLF
In oldfashioned livery
So I informed
The lady that you’re declining to pay the
Maintenance
Sir
JAN
And
Is she going to hang herself
Is she going to head for the water
RUDOLF
No
She smiled and said
My lawyer will take care of that
JAN
Why won’t any of these women kill themselves over me
If none of them will kill herself for me
I suppose I’ll have to help out
Won’t I Rudolf
RUDOLF
Could well be
Sir
JAN
If I’m going to help one of them
Then I might as well go ahead and help all of them
Mightn’t I Rudolf
RUDOLF
Sounds sensible
Sir
JAN
I’ve still got one account to be settled
With the world
RUDOLF
The world will never pay your accounts
The world is notorious
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For failing to pay up
JAN
Well still I’m going to get it
The old pig
Have the flamingoes been fed yet
RUDOLF
Yes sir
What does the test say
JAN
80 to 100 points
You’re capable of love
Congratulations
50 to 80 points
You need to do some work on yourself
20 to 50 points
Oh dear oh dear you need help
0 to 20 points
Nothing more can be done with you
RUDOLF
How many
JAN
Three
RUDOLF
These tests aren’t good for you
You take them too seriously
JAN
After I fucked my niece
On the carpet
Without emotion
While the TV showed pictures of a massive famine
I cried
I cried because I didn’t feel anything
I pitied myself for my lack of pity
You can see that from the remnants of golddust on my heart
You saw it yourself
Didn’t I order you
To take a little photo of me
Crying
Put it in a frame and donate
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A modest sum to UNICEF
RUDOLF
Three points
That’s a hell of a low score
JAN
Open the addressbook
We’ve got something to celebrate
RUDOLF
I’m not opening the addressbook
JAN
Come on
RUDOLF
I don’t want to be the witness
Let alone accessory
To a crime
JAN
Then act dumb
RUDOLF
I’ll try
Rudolf at the computer. Jan dictates.
JAN
A mass email
To everyone
Dear ones er dearest er you
Hi
I’m having a party on Saturday
The party starts
RUDOLF
Might I draw your attention to the fact
That they can read all the names
In the recipients line
JAN
So what
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RUDOLF
I’m just thinking
It could be
That Marie won’t feel like coming
After all
If Sophie Angelie Amelie
Nathalie Sidonie Rosmarie
JAN
Oh come on just write
RUDOLF
Are invited too
JAN
Write
The party begins at nine sharp
RUDOLF
Nine sharp
Do we still say that
You should feel free to knock the dust
Off your vocabulary
JAN
If you
Know better about everything
Everything
Everything
Then write it yourself
But woe betide you if you write crap
Exit
RUDOLF
Dear dot dot dot
Great party please come
My nice
Delete
Very open
Extremely handsome delete
Well built
Pleasant oh come on funny delete charming
Friend and/or pal Rudolf
Will be present delete is invited delete will be there too
Did you think that night delete
Did you believe that day delete
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Did you sense delete did you notice delete did you feel
With me delete did you have
Was it good for you with me delete
And/or better than delete
With someone else or everyone else delete than ever
When my hands moved across delete
When I put my delete
When you put your delete
Me in your delete you in my delete
When I put mine in your delete so
Colon
Wasn’t it amazing delete unrepeatable delete good
A night with him will delete
A date with him will never
Delete sex with him delete fucking delete love
Delete with him will never for you or us er you
Ecstasy delete great delete super delete suff
Er ing no fun delete
Right up to the limit
Right up to the limit of
Heaven
Kind of
In love delete in eternal
Devotion delete with a tender kiss
Yours
Oh what shit
Delete
Dear dot dot dot
I’m having a party
Please come
Yours
Jan
Mao
Tenorio
Send
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17. FINALE GRANDE

Table set for 1003 plus one. Jan in a tuxedo, running around, straightening flowers.
JAN
Where has that Rudolf got to
He still hasn’t
Written out the placecards
Pause
Makes a show of positioning a carafe of wine
Makes a show of pouring poison into the wine
People could start coming now
I hope
Lots of them will be wearing white
Or at least pink
Then before long this room
Will look like a bed of
Snappedoff flowers
Pause
Rudolf
Did you write
That no jeans are allowed
Or sneakers
Pause
People could start coming now
Where the hell is Rudolf
RUDOLF
A whole bag of telegrams
For Jan Mao Tenorio
Is that you
JAN
Stop fooling around
RUDOLF
Empties the bag out at Jan’s feet
Regrets
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I’ve read all 1003
The first one has the pox
The second one a business dinner
The third one a toothache
The fourth one depression
The fifth one can’t afford the travel expenses
The sixth one has to look after the child
The seventh
JAN
Shut it
Those are all nothing but lies
RUDOLF
If you want to hear the truth
I have to say I’m afraid
That it’s not so easy
To carry out
Mass murder
JAN
None of them are coming
RUDOLF
And now
JAN
Let’s wait
Let’s wait a bit
Maybe one of them will come
Just one
A chord played on a guitar in the distance
JAN
Someone’s coming
Open the door
RUDOLF
That’s not a woman
JAN
Who is it
RUDOLF
It’s not a man either
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JAN
What is it
RUDOLF
I’m afraid
To tell you
And my eyes aren’t so good
JAN
Who or what is it
RUDOLF
A ghost
JAN
Don’t be ridiculous
RUDOLF
But it is
A ghost
With a guitar in its hand
JAN
Let it in
RUDOLF
Should I
JAN
Yes
FRANZ
enters as a young man
He looks exactly like he does in the photo.
He plays a chord
Leaving behind dear
Beings that you’ve fathered
In a terrible world
Hurts so much
Parents make mistakes
Because they always want something better
For their children
Than the present
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Only the conception of
What better means
Changed
For me better meant
A freer view of a world that was so rich
And that view was obstructed by that pine tree
Haven’t I fulfilled my dream in you
By allowing yes commanding you
To conquer the pine tree with its own weapon the candlelight
And the thanks I got was a grave
That separated me from you forever
How could I guess that the tree
Would represent a support for you
Which you thought you would hold on to
Chord
I so much wanted you
To have been able to become
A child freed from its parents
I should have taken you by the throat and strangled you
With your Sundaybest collar instead
Of rescuing you from the noose and up into
Heaven and I should have
Torn that chocolate you loved so much
Away from you just to save
A few of those milkteeth that were in any case dedicated to death
And forbidden you the urge
That makes every puppy get relief without shame on any bush
And subjugated your anger
That inspired you to think that in keeping with your needs
You could kick me in the shins who was I
To stop you a God perhaps
Just because I’d lived for a few measly years longer
Chord
For you I’m a traitor
Because in my old age I betrayed myself
But you too will experience that betrayal
When you’ve finally grown up
One day
Chord
You planned an act of revenge for today
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Against a world
That denied you a self
And because for you the world
Is embodied in femininity
Your vengeance is directed against women
Whose whole crime consists of the fact
That they didn’t allow themselves to be wounded by you
You wanted to poison them
And that would have brought you a double success
Your revenge and finally
Finally
The demonic character
You’ve been pining for so much
I’ve come to prevent that
But I see
That it was unnecessary
Since no one took up your invitation
At bottom your desire for vengeance is aimed
Against me
I would gladly go along with it
And drink this poison
If only I wasn’t already dead
Chord
He disappears
Long pause
RUDOLF
If I might be allowed to say something
JAN
No
Pause
RUDOLF
A defeat
Is always also an opportunity
JAN
Shut your mouth
Pause
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RUDOLF
Chin up and keep moving on
JAN
I’m in a state of shock
RUDOLF
Come on now
This is where real life begins
Castles are being built
And horses acquired
JAN
I’m going to dissolve the firm
RUDOLF
You’ll hire a ballet company
Just for yourself
JAN
Visitors must be announced by the butler
With a card
RUDOLF
comes with a tray and a card
There’s someone to see you
JAN
Who is it
RUDOLF
Donna Elvira
JAN
How nice
One is better than none at all
ELVIRA
There he sits smiling away
JAN
How nice
That you came
Without being pressed into it
Just like that of your own free will
I didn’t invite you
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You’re not on my email list
An omission
That can be rectified right away
ELVIRA
There he sits smiling away
Soon he won’t be any longer
JAN
I have plenty to smile about
For I’m rich and I show it
And you’re here
I’ll trade you a kiss
For a glass of wine
ELVIRA
You’ve stuck your friend
In livery
From the 18th century
JAN
How nice
That you noticed
ELVIRA
Your front garden
Has a flock of flamingoes in it
JAN
I got them
Just for you
ELVIRA
You announced in the paper
That you were looking for strong young men
To form a private army
JAN
I’m planning a war of aggression
Against my arch enemy
In this house pacifism
Is no longer a value
ELVIRA
How witty
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JAN
You’re looking at a great man
Whose demonic magic
Is bound to hold your attention
No wonder
You followed the siren call of my charisma
I’m going to establish an empire of the superfluous
And arbitrary
You’ll be a part of it
Then you’ll have to do what I say
Go and change
There’s a corset ready for you
Then come back and drink
A glass with me
ELVIRA
Gives him a piece of paper
You’ve been declared incompetent
JAN
It’s a lie
ELVIRA
It’s the truth
It’s official
And signed by a psychiatrist
Your inheritance will be administered by me
I’m taking over as you father’s successor in running the firm
You’ll receive payment of a monthly pension
Whose amount I will decide
JAN
It’s a joke
ELVIRA
The flamingoes are already being caught
And loaded up
Rudolf
Take that thing off
RUDOLF
Just when I’d got used to it
JAN
I don’t have the slightest
Mental defect
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ELVIRA
Give me your hand
I’m taking you with me
RUDOLF
Will he end up in the madhouse
ELVIRA
They don’t call it a madhouse
But a residential center
For differently constituted people going through lifecrises
JAN
I’m not differently constituted
I’m not going through a crisis
ELVIRA
Of course not
Just come with me
JAN
I refuse
ELVIRA
I’ve got time
Pause
ELVIRA
If you come with me
You’ll get something
JAN
What
ELVIRA
Something really special
JAN
What what
Elvira whispers in his ear
JAN
I’ll come
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RUDOLF
Do you need a right hand
Or a left
I’m afraid I may be unemployed
ELVIRA
Your services aren’t required
Go back to the country
To the surroundings you’re used to
What’s unfamiliar is deadly
Exit Elvira and Jan
Pause
RUDOLF
What’s unfamiliar is deadly
Goes to the carafe and drinks it empty

End
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Translating Cultures:
Bridging the Ancient and Modern through Transadaptation and Performance
by
Hannah Gaff and Ian Borden

A central challenge in modern productions of ancient Greek tragedy is that contemporary
audiences do not possess the cultural competence that was integral to the original context of
Greek drama. This essay will explore how a grantfunded project entitled “Poor Theatre,
Biomechanics, and Alienation—Oh My!: Bridging the Intercultural Divide in the Modern
Performance of Ancient Greek Tragedy” (hereafter the Furies Project), addressed questions of
translation and adaptation. Drawn from experimental approaches to performance proposed by
theatrical practitioners who reinvented the actoraudience interchange (including Jerzy
Grotowski, Vsevold Meyerhold, and Antonin Artaud), and the idea of transadaptation (described
in relation to the ideas of Lawrence Venuti, Michael Ewan and Hans J. Vermeer), the project was
designed to generate a style of theatre that overcame cultural dissonance between contemporary
audiences and the original context of ancient Greek tragedy. Walter Benjamin suggests that in
the appreciation of art, one should not consider the receiver: art is not created with an audience in
mind, and should not be translated with an audience in mind.1 Yet Grotowski defines theatre as
“what takes place between spectator and actor.”2 The audience response and interaction is
equally as important as the artist, demanding that the translation consider the receiver in order to
facilitate understanding. As Lawrence Venuti proposes, the translation should stand at the crux
of the two cultures, itself creating a new identity that can be mutually comprehended.
With this in mind, the central goal, or skopos, of the Furies Project was to create a
production that recreated the core story at the heart of Aeschylus’ Oresteia. The skopos, as
described by Vermeer, can loosely be described as the purpose of a translation or adaptation,
with each act of translating or adapting requiring a target audience. Ewan and Venuti note how
difficult it is to aim for a target audience without suppressing the original cultural context. For
the Furies Project, it was important to ensure that the modern audience relate to the story, yet
challenge them to face the similarities and differences inherent in each contextual framework.
Venuti suggests that the “liberating moment would occur when the reader (viewer) of the
resistant translation experiences, in the target language, the cultural differences which separate
that language and the foreign text.”3 In other words, the project had to create a transadaptation
that best accomplished cultural transmission and compromise: the text/performance became a
context (a theatre) in which performers and audience could share the same cultural competencies.
1
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To accomplish this objective, a word for word translation was never attempted. Instead,
we created a framework for The Furies (or our performance text), assembling several different
translations of ancient plays that address various parts of the Oresteia myth. These included two
versions of The Oresteia, one by Peter Meineck and the other by Ted Hughes, Euripides’
Electra, translated by Emily Townsend Vermeule, David Grene’s translation of Sophocles’
Electra, and John Peck and Frank Nisetich’s translation of Euripides’ Orestes. From these, a new
version of the story was drawn – passages were selected, reordered and rewritten in order to
create a version that would ideally bridge the gap between the ancient and modern cultures, as
well as appeal to the sensibilities of a modern audience. These new passages became the
inspiration for much of the movement work involved in the production – the etudes inspired by
Meyerhold that are described more thoroughly below. In turn, the movement work of the actors
inspired changes in the spoken text, so that there was a synthesis and exchange of ideas in the
creation of the final script. The work of the actors in rehearsal drove the conception of the
performance text.
The development of the project followed Richard Schechner’s Performance Process,
which endeavors to preserve the identity of the source culture, while creating a new
(inter)cultural experience.4 Schechner’s concept of interculturalism perfectly reflects the skopos
of the Furies Project: a diverse array of cultural practices become a source for communal
cohesion, thereby creating a transmission of both cultures, or an amalgamation of the two. A
major focus of the project was the development of a physicalized method of performance, a
movementbased theatrical language that was able to integrate aspects of both ancient and
modern storytelling. Schechner’s ideas also provided a forum through which an evaluation of
the intercultural strategies and methods of transadaptation could occur. In other words, how did
the establishment of a new theatrical language and environment overcome the cultural
dissonance between contemporary audiences and the original context of ancient Greek tragedy?
The project began with a workshop phase designed to develop and teach new methods of
storytelling and performance. Rather than focusing on translating and updating the story, the
project began by engaging with different forms of acting and approaches to rehearsal. The aim
was to create a new language of cultural competence that drew upon theorists whose work
challenged traditional notions of theatrical practice. While initial research spanned a host of
various practitioners, quickly the focus narrowed to Antonin Artaud, Jerzy Grotowski and
Vsevold Meyerhold. All three developed their ideas in Europe in the twentieth century and
challenged traditional concepts of producing and performing theatre. In addition, each
incorporated movement as part of the training and performance process. The three are also
recognized for their challenges to traditional theatrical practices and their desire to create a more
visceral and immediate style of theatre. Rather than focusing on text, translation or story, the
initial phases of the workshop examined their acting techniques and theories of rehearsing,
creating and performing theatre. In essence, the work of Grotowski, Meyerhold and Artaud
created a culture out of which a new text or transadaptation could emerge.
Of the three, Artaud’s ideas applied most directly. He was especially concerned about
returning theatre to a sense of its original ritual origins, and overcoming barriers created by
4
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language and culture. In that sense, Artaud’s ideas, wherein he desires a new cultural medium
through which to tell the story, paralleled our own skopos for the project. Artaud’s seminal work,
Le Theatre et son Double (The Theatre and Its Double), introduced the idea of the “Theatre of
Cruelty.” This is not cruelty in the sense most easily imagined, but rather cruelty in its
immediacy, its impact on the audience, and its connection to a deeper aspect of performance;
Artaud envisioned a theatre that recaptured the spirituality and religious ritual of the theatre in
Bali (where he had visited) and ancient Greece. Yet he was also concerned with the cultural
difficulties in bringing theatre from a past culture into the present: masterpieces of the past are
good for the past: they are not good for us.”5 Looking at Oedipus the King as a representative
model of ancient texts, he describes how the language has “lost all touch with the rude and
epileptic rhythm of our time. Sophocles speaks grandly perhaps, but in a style that is no longer
timely.”6 Artaud addresses the need for a new language for the contemporary theatre, and even
though he wrote 70 years ago, his words have surprising relevance, especially in reference to the
Furies Project:
[…] a public that shudders at train wrecks, that is familiar with
earthquakes, plagues, revolutions, wars; that is sensitive to the disordered
anguish of love, can be affected by all these grand notions and asks only to
become aware of them, but on condition that it is addressed in its own
language, and that its knowledge of these things does not come to it
through adulterated trappings and speech that belong to extinct eras which
will never live again.7
Artaud was troubled by the idea that our veneration of the ancient plays prevented us from
connecting to the “underlying power”8 of the stories. Here, his thoughts echo the work developed
through the Furies Project: “Beneath the poetry of the texts there is actual poetry, without form
and without text.”9 Artaud wanted a gestural language, focused not on words, but on movement
and spectacle. Such a language would create a theatre “in which violent physical images crush
and hypnotize the sensibility of the spectator seized by the theatre as by a whirlwind of higher
forces.”10
Artaud’s ideas correspond to many of the goals of the Furies Project, especially in
creating a physical language to interpret the story. His concept of gesture merged with the work
of Meyerhold, famous for a physically based form of theatre known as biomechanics. In fact,
Meyerhold’s ideas became central to the development of the text. His focus on movement,
particularly his use of small physical training exercises called “etudes,” served as an avenue for
the creation of the adaptation. In a sense, the movement and bodies of the actors became the
translational medium. Starting without words (and not even trying to interpret the story, but only
themes and ideas), the actors created a movement “language” that superseded the need for a
traditional text. In upending the traditional focus on language (and the translation of a pre
existing text) as the beginning phase of production, the actors were able to find a more direct,
5
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more universal means of expression. The recognized shapes and movement of the body as they
performed the etudes became the text itself.
This actorgenerated work is at the core of
Meyerhold’s theories on theatre. Meyerhold fervently
believed in the communicative process of theatre, and
that the actors interpret the text directly to the audience.
This is counterintuitive to most models of western
theatre – and by extension, most models of translation.
The traditional model is to place the director as the
interpreter of the author’s text; he instructs the actors
who then do their best to communicate their
understanding of the director’s wishes. Essentially, the
director is interpreting the text for the audience.
Meyerhold reversed this view. In Meyerhold’s theatre, it is
the work of the actor that ‘translates’ to the audience.
Meyerhold’s concept of the actor as translator
guided much of the textual and performance work on this
project. Where Venuti describes the process of translation
as “looking for similarities between languages and
cultures,” the movement based work of Meyerhold
provided the language through which the bridge of
translation could occur.11 Meyerhold was adamant about
the ability of movement to communicate:
Movement is the most powerful means of expression in the creation of a
[…] theatrical production. Deprived of words, costumes, footlights, wings,
theatre auditorium, and left only with the actor and his mastery of
movement, the theatre would still remain theatre. The spectator would
learn the thoughts and motives of the actor by his movements, his gestures
and his facial expressions.12
Inspired by this idea, the participants in the project began to explore the communicative
possibilities described by Meyerhold. Working with Meyerhold’s concepts, they created a body
centered form of theatrical expression. The key aspect of this physicalized language was the
“etude,” one of the training and performance tools of biomechanics. By using this technique, the
actors were able to depict and translate thematic ideas and elements of the plot of The Furies.
The etudes are a series of exercises that trained actors in the vigorous physicality of
Meyerhold’s theatre. In some ways similar to barre exercises for a ballet dancer, they train the
actor to be ready for even the most extreme physical movement. But they are more than simple
exercises, with each etude depicting “a rudimentary story.”13 It is the etudes’ capacity for
11
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storytelling that was key for their use in the workshop and to the development and translation of
the text. As Meyerhold’s etudes were not identifiable as part of the cultural context of the
students in the workshop (and because the student actors were not able to recreate the
extraordinary physicality required by many of the etudes), the actors and workshop leader
created a new set of exercises to be used in the rehearsal and performance of the Furies Project.
First employed only as an expression of thematic ideas, the etudes became the means of
exploring and transposing the cultural differences and similarities of the original plays to a
twentyfirst century cultural context. Because the nature of the original story – the curse on the
house of Atreus – is extremely violent, actors began by exploring how to depict violence through
a repeatable and recognizable series of actions. For instance, exploring the idea of murder, two
actors developed a movement sequence that was recognizable as an act of violence by one upon
the other. The etude was not fully executed as an act of violence, but rather an abstract sequence
that suggested a death through stabbing. No props were used, and the movements were never
fully realistic. Yet the series of movements was perfectly repeatable and recognizable. In
essence, this created our first “word” in the transadaptation. As more and more of these etudes
were created, a movement “language” began to take shape. For the most part devoid of props or
other theatrical devices, the etudes were able to shift from one part of the stage, or story, to
another with ease. Sometimes the etude immediately flowed into another action, creating a
sentence, sometimes the movement ended in a small tableau. But as a base language for
exploration and performance, the etudes were a means of interpreting key aspects of the story
without concern for the original text. Moreover, the actors also taught the etudes to each other,
which facilitated the idea of direct interpretation. The etudes quickly became a recognizable
reference point for the actors and their audience. Effectively, the etudes superseded the need for
a traditional text, becoming their own language, so that the actors were translating the story
immediately without a need for words or writing.
Meyerhold’s etudes, reinterpreted to convey the story images of the ancient myth,
accomplish the goals set out by Artaud in The Theatre and Its Double. Artaud believed that
through a physicalized theatre of gesture we would become “capable of returning […] to this
superior idea of poetry and poetrythroughtheatre which underlies the myths told by the great
ancient tragedians, capable once more of entertaining a religious idea of the theatre […].14 For
Artaud, as for the Furies Project, there is no concern with remaining true to the ideology or
accuracy of the original text. Instead, the focus is on creating theatre that is ritualistic, physical
and immediate – it is not a recreation of ancient culture, but a new cultural arena that reflects the
impact of the ancient theatre. By incorporating Meyerhold’s work as a means of accomplishing
the gestural language posited by Artaud, the skopos of the project could be further realized.
As the project continued, the work shifted from general ideas and themes to more specific
moments of The Furies story. Once again, the actors’ physicality proved to be key. Most
interesting, perhaps, was that the actors began, without prompting, to insert the etudes into the
scene work of the play, continuing to use (or even depend upon) this new “language” as a means
of communication. Building on the etudes, a movementcentered version of the scenes began to
emerge. Where the actors before had worked with generalized thematic constructs (such as
murder, betrayal or fear) in the creation of the etudes, now they moved beyond simple structures,
14
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creating specific moments of the story and incorporating text. The actors took pieces of already
translated works and then retold them using movement, added selected phrases from the
translations, and created their own words for those scenes. Piece by piece, important aspects of
the story began to coalesce, and a performance text began to emerge.
New concerns arose, however, with the creation of the script. Were we, as discussed by
Venuti, Evans and Vermeer, dismissing or ignoring the cultural values of the ancient culture? In
other words, as Venuti suggests, were we “suppressing the linguistic and cultural differences of
the foreign (ancient) text,” and “assimilating it to dominant values in the targetlanguage
culture”?15 Venuti adds that translations “position readers in domestic intelligibilities that are
also ideological positions, ensembles of values, beliefs and representations that further the
interests of certain social groups over others,” questioning whether there can truly be an
intersection of two cultures.16 This is an especially apt query, as the skopos of the Furies Project
was to go beyond the original story and find a space of intersection between the ancient and the
modern cultural arenas. The answer lies in our approach to the workshop. In seeking a new
cultural competency with the approaches to acting and theory, we established a creative
methodology that did not need to recognize the ancient texts as more than a beginning reference
for the telling of the story. This ideological space, in which the aim is to reach out to an audience
through a new theatrical language, is supported by the framework of Artaud’s theories. For
Artaud, there is no concern with being dismissive of the original culture.
In this sense, then, there is no dilemma in creating a new version of the Oresteia story. It
is about creating and exploring the story as a vital cultural expression rather than recreating a
story from the past. And it is here that we can see a reflection of the work of Jerzy Grotowski,
the third theorist/practitioner whose ideas influenced the Furies Project. In his Towards a Poor
Theatre he outlines a statement of principles defining the approach of his group to theatre and
art. This, too, was translated by the actors in the workshop, from which two key principles
emerged that applied to the skopos of the project. The first is the idea that “Art […] grows and
changes over time.”17 The second is that “You cannot create theatre ‘total act’ if you are more
consumed with material ends such as personal success, applause, and salary, than with creation
in its highest form.”18 Looking at these two guiding principles, it is easy to argue that there is no
fixed reference point for the story – in other words, the moment that a member of the ensemble
began to access, read and act out the ideas of a particular translation, the story immediately
began to transform and create a new story. The very act of incorporation by the actor remakes
the text, taking us into the territory of transadaptation. The second principle argues that there
should be no concern with issues of “ownership” of a piece of theatre in the creation of art. It is
difficult to escape such concerns in our western theatre world, particularly as it relates to
copyright and the performance of written/translated text. Yet the transformative aspects related
by the first principle suggest that reworking, retelling and (re)performing the transformed text
bring us to the level of a new work. Grotowski, like Artaud, is not concerned with bringing a
“true” version of the original text to the stage – instead, he desires his actors to immerse
themselves in the story in order to create a “total act” of theatre. The immersion in the story (by
15
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us created through the movement work of Meyerhold) allows the actors to emerge with a new
version of the story, with no worries about cultural competency or recognition.
But in the end, certain aspects of the project relied on more traditional means of
translation or adaptation – in our case we chose adaptation as a basis for much of the text work.
Here, our focus shifted away from the ideas espoused by scholarpractitioners like Michael
Ewan. As he describes the beginning process of translating The Oresteia, he notes that a “good
translation” be “accurate,” and that the “English” of a translation “must reflect the flow, pace and
rhetorical structure of the original Greek.”19 These were not concerns for us (save for
maintaining the dramatic structure inherent in ancient Greek theatre). And when Ewans later
described the process of bringing the translation of The Oresteia to the stage, he discounted his
own theories. Accuracy and precision of language became less important than the process of
mounting the play, wherein “the production itself […] became part of the act of translation.”20
Ewans reveals that the producer of theatre must be driven by different aims than the scholar.
Each has a different intention – as Vermeer describes it, the scholar has a different skopos than
the producer/practitioner. In essence, the work Ewans began, focusing only on the translation,
was at odds with the work needed in the production of the play. For us, the rehearsal,
transadaptation and production were conceived as one, saving the dissonance between the phases
experienced by Ewans.
Our focus throughout the project on achieving a transadaptation for a modern audience
strongly reflects Vermeer’s ideology regarding translation and skopos. While Vermeer
recognizes the need for a target audience in the act of translating (or in our case, adapting) a text,
he does not suggest that a text necessarily conform to the ideology of the target culture to be
effective as a translation. Instead, Vermeer posits that a text can stand out as deliberately not part
of the target culture. Our skopos lay somewhere between the two extremes. Taking the theories
of the three practitioners into account, we began to find an adaptation that through a universal,
physicalized theatrical language could bring elements of the ancient Greek theatre – its
spirituality, ritual and immediacy – and translate them to an audience unversed in the original
culture. At the same time, we were never bound by the need for an “accurate” translation, but
instead focused on retelling elements of the story that the actors were most drawn to. As per
Meyerhold, the actors became the interpreters of the story, and it was their responsibility to
interpret the ancient story for the new audience, ideally bridging the ancient and the modern
cultures through their performance.
As Benjamin describes, “The task of the translator consists in finding that intended effect
upon the language into which he is translating which produces in it the echo of the original.”21 So
in retelling the ancient myth, the Furies Project did not abandon the foreign/ancient culture of
the Greeks, but rather, by necessity, found a “site where a different culture emerges—where a
reader gets a glimpse of a cultural other.”22 Returning to Schechner, whose performance process
guided many aspects of this project, researching, rehearsing and retelling (transadapting) the
story as the Furies Project did must involve some aspect of cultural transmission. If we had a
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successful production, the audience member would experience (within their own cultural
competency) both the similarities and differences between the source and target cultures. The
expressive language created through the project is the medium through which an audience of
today connected to the cultural ideology of the ancient Greeks. And it is here that the Furies
Project was indeed successful, finding a new space of intersection between the cultures.
The final stage of the project was an evaluation of the audience response, carried out
through written surveys and talkbacks after the performances. The survey questions focused on
comprehension of the cultural and historical subject matter within the show, as well as reception
of the employed methods of crosscultural translation. The talkback, led by Hannah Gaff, was
able to explain the original
SAMPLE COMMENTARY FROM THE FURIES SURVEYS
grant derivation for the project,
as well as the goals for the
Positive
Negative
Furies Project, and directly
discuss ideas of crosscultural
The power of the story stood out. A Difficult to understand the Furies
translation and the success of
clever use of the chorus to tell the
words as they were narrating the
the show. A final response
story. The movement held my
history of the House of Atreus.
attention as the time flew.
came from an adjudicator from
the Kennedy Center American
College Theatre Festival
Stayed accurate to the play but
Switches from heightened to less
understandable language.
formal language were a bit
(KC/ACTF). The respondent
jarring.
was very enthusiastic about the
show and its accomplishments.
The dialogue was easy to

Background noise took over the

understand.
lines now and then.
The surveys, talkback,
and adjudicator response
provided a great deal of insight
Often the translation was very nice
into the successes and failures
and colloquial.
of the Furies Project. Despite
our assumption that our
I loved the chanting in Greek!
westernMichigan target
audience would not have had a
great deal of experience with
The Furies choreography and
ancient Greek drama, just over
chiming/echoing was really
impressive.
half of those surveyed had
previously attended a Greek
play. We also suspected that
I thought the dialogue/translation
much of the potential audience
was handled really well. It was
relatable.
would not imagine enjoying a
Greek play, and have entered
the theatre with negative
expectations. However, the positive responses were overwhelming. Almost half of all surveyed
audience members had seen a Greek play before they attended the Furies Project. After seeing
the Furies Project, 90% of those surveyed said they would definitely see another.

In addition, the methods of transadaptation were very well received. The physical
storytelling, particularly in the flashback sequences, was especially successful. One audience
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member stated, “I really liked the flashbacks, they told the rest of the story that people would
have needed to know.” The physical “language” supplemented the spoken text and increased
audience comprehension of these informationloaded sections of the play. Based on survey
results, over 97% of audience members understood the performance, demonstrating the success
of these physical choices.
While the physical “language” served well as a means of direct translation, it was not
entirely successful in alleviating the difficulties presented by a large chorus. The Furies Project
chorus consisted of eleven actors. While it is quite challenging for a group of this size to speak in
perfect unison, a harmony of voices provides the greatest clarity of speech, as well as the
necessary volume, and in turn guarantees the audience’s comprehension of the text. But,
however useful this unified speech may be, it can be monotonous for a modern audience
unfamiliar with this form of dramatic presentation. To combat this problem, we chose to use
unison speech as a base for the chorus sections, and then added layers of echoing and vocal
effects. This allowed for both clarity of speech and dramatically interesting chorus work.
However, the surveys revealed that the layering of the choral parts sometimes interfered with
audience understanding. Some of those surveyed had trouble hearing the text clearly because the
“background noise took over the lines now and then.” Despite the handful of negative comments
about the vocal work, audience response to the chorus was extremely positive. In fact, when
asked what stood out in the performance, more than half of those interviewed raved about The
Furies chorus, saying, “The physical and vocal work of the chorus was outstanding,” and, “The
synchronized speech stood out in the performance.” In addition, the ACTF adjudicator, Ed
Menta, a professor and director of theatre at Kalamazoo College, was very enthusiastic:
Without question, the staging of The Furies chorus was a huge strength of
this production. Their movements were all fluidly – even sometimes
thrillingly – staged, they spoke in unison passionately and clearly, they
sang, they drummed, they were absolutely the center of this play. And that
is how it should be, according to the text.
It would appear that both the strategies employed to alleviate the difficulties of transadaptation
and the presentation of the story were predominantly successful.
In fact, it is evident from Ed Menta’s adjudication, the survey responses, and the talkback
with the audience, that the Furies Project’s methods of transadaptation as a whole were very
successful. The expressive “language” created through the project allowed a modern audience to
connect to the cultural ideology of the ancient Greeks.
Looking at the responses, the Furies Project was essentially successful in realizing its skopos of
bridging the cultural gap normally associated with the viewing of ancient Greek tragedy. In
creating a new cultural medium, the physicalized language derived from the work of Artaud,
Meyerhold and Grotowski, the project found a means of both translation and performance that
allowed an audience in 2007 to connect to a 2500yearold story. This “language” created a style
of theatre that overcame cultural dissonance between contemporary audiences and the original
context of ancient Greek tragedy. Here is where the Furies Project has proven to be the most
successful, finding a new space of intersection between the cultures, and in so doing, creating a
new, vital and vibrant piece of theatre.
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